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U.S. Marines bring hope to starving Somalis
By WILLIAM C. MANN
Associated Press Writer

MOGADISHU, Somalia — A
U.S. Marine landing force, on a
mission of mercy to a starving
land, quickly took control today
of key points in Mogadishu,
where the streets were suddenly
free of the terror of mobile gangs.
Just hours after the Marines hit
the beaches, giant Air Force
transports and a food-relief flight
were touching down at the
crippled city's airport.
The Marines and Navy commandos, sweeping in before dawn
by sea and air, met no reported
resistance.
Instead, thousands of Somalis,
some in rags, flocked to the

shoreline to gaze in awe at a
superpower's might — and to
shake its helping hand.
The youthful gunmen who long
terrorized Mogadishu apparently
had melted away into the city's
ruins or into the countryside.
But word of new unrest came
from the southern Somali port of
Kismayo, where a night of looting and shooting forced the U.N.
World Food Program to evacuate
13 foreign aid workers by air.
In Mogadishu, the Marines
swiftly secured the airport and
seaport, gateways for the planned
effort to re-establish a food pipeline to the hundreds of thousands
threatened by famine in this wartorn nation.
Under U.N. sponsorship, the

Americans will guard aid deliveries that have been hostage to
thousands of armed extortionists,
some loyal to rebel factions,
some simply free-lance thieves.
The Marines, an 1,800-man
vanguard of more than 30,000
U.S. and other troops arriving in
the coming days, also moved out
from the airport and set up three
checkpoints on the road into the
city.
Ordinary Somalis greeted the
friendly invaders, crowding rooftops and hillsides to watch the
helicopters, hovercraft and other
military behemoths crisscross
their beaches and roadways.
Some rushed up to the young
Americans and shook their hands.
"This is just great," one told a

CAUSING SOME SPARKS

reporter. "What a relief."
Looting of food shipments and
interference by rebel leaders had
paralyzed the relief effort, and
300,000 Somalis died of starvation, disease and warfare, by
U.N. estimate.
The pictures of famished
women and children shocked the
world.
"I have two kids of my own. I
wouldn't like to see them in that
condition," Marine Sgt. Albert
Salon, of Salinas, Calif., said
aboard the USS Tripoli as he prepared to hit the beach.
The opening moves of Operation Restore Hope appeared to go
off like clockwork. More pictures
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Fiscal Court opposes
transfer station permit
•

16 shopping
days to Christmas

By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

LIGHTS! CAMERA!
WASHINGTON — The Pentagon was tickled pink at the
prospect of worldwide news
coverage of its mercy mission
to Somalia, but the military's
glee evaporated in a flash
when television lights clicked
on to record the first troops
hitting the beach. Page 3

FORECAST
Windy with periods of rain.
Low in the upper 30s. South
wind 10 to 20 mph. Chance of
rain 100 percent. Thursday,
cloudy with a chance of rain
or snow showers. High around
40. Chance of precipitation 40
percent.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.3, +OA; below 305.1, -0.8
BARKLEY LAKE
354.0, -0.3; below 312.2, +4.2
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper. call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

names as part of the implementation of enhanced 911 service in
the county.
Charles Cooper, who has been
hired as the county's 911 coordinator, gave magistrates a list of
duplicate road names and asked
them to eliminate those in their
district. Cooper came Tuesday
asking to have the list returned
before Christmas, but Weaks said
there would be no road names
changed until after the May
election.
"We have to have the information to the phone company by
June 15. We have to get the
paperwork done because it will
take the phone company nine
months to get the information
changed," Cooper said.
Wcaks said he recently talked
to Capt. John Witt, commander
of the Kentucky State Police
Mayfield post, who said he is
working on implementing a regular 911 system until enhanced
could begin.
Cooper said he asked Witt to
begin a basic 911 system for
county residents because even
county residents with phone numbers containing a '753' prefix
would have no 911 service, basic
or enhanced, when Murray implements its enhanced 911 system.
"We asked Capt. Witt to continue basic 911 service because
both Murray and Mayfield have
both said people in the Murray
district will be cut off uhen they
switch to enhanced 911. They
look at each number, and if it's
outside the city, it will not route
to the dispatcher. You have to get
an agreement with the city to
accept those calls. How do you
explain to people in the county
who've had 911 that they can't
use it for six months," Cooper
said.
Calloway County Attorney
David Harrington said Calloway
Circuit Judge David Buckingham
is expected to sign a judgment
Friday ordering the county and
three other county operations to

CYRUS AFZALI/Ledger

Times photo

Joe Crawford, an employee of Pittsburgh Tank and Tower, welds metal Monday to be used in the
construction of an elevated water tank on U.S. 641 near the Murray-Calloway County Industrial
Park.

KERA IN OUR SCHOOLS

Franklin feels anti-nepotism law unfair
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Stan Writer

Even though the Murray City
school board is not impacted by
the nepotism restrictions in Kentucky's new education reform
law, Superintendent W.A. Franklin feels the rule is unfair.
"We are fortunate in our system that none of our school board
members or administrators have a
conflict. This law is frankly kind
of ridiculous.
"If you have board members
who live in a small community
and one spouse is on the board
and another decides to become a
teacher, then one of them can't
continue to serve their community," Franklin said.
The anti-nepotism law bans
board members elected before
their relatives were hired, while
exempting those elected after
their relatives were hired.
Calloway County school officials were unavailable for comment Wednesday morning.
Franklin pointed out a similar
rule that forced the Murray board
to end a 20-year relationship with
the accounting firm of Richardson, Howe & Melton.

On a state school board survey,
Franklin reported that E.L.
Howe's wife works as a part-time
secretary at one of the elementary
schools.
The state board ruled that was
a conflict of interest and Howe
could not audit the district.
"To me, what they have done
with this law is punish everyone
because a handful of people have
abused the system," he said.
Franklin said the state legislature should take a look at nepotism in local and state
government.
"If you are going to apply such
a law to school boards, then it
should apply to everyone. But I
can assure you, they aren't going
to do that," Franklin said.
There are an undetermined
number of school board members
across Kentucky who must decide
whether to step down voluntarily
or be removed by state officials.
In Covington, two school
board members who challenged
the nepotism restrictions arc giving up the fight.
Three months after the Kentucky Supreme Court ruled
against her, Virginia Chapman
said Tuesday she will resign her

seat effective Dec. 31. Chapman
has been on the Covington school
board for 34 years, 22 as its
chairman.
"It's so unfair," said Ms.
Chapman, whose appeal claimed
the law arbitrarily bans board
members elected before their
relatives were hired while
exempting those elected after
their relatives were hired. The
Supreme Court found the distinction proper.
"My contention is that they
grandfathered some, and it should
have been all of us," Ms. Chapman, 72, said. "I never did vote
for my daughter: I've proved
that. I'm not guilty of nepotism."
Ms. Chapman's daughter is
guidance director at Covington
Holmes High School and a
30-year employee of the school
system.
Ron Peace, the Covington
board member who joined the
Chapmans in the case, also is resigning, Ms. Chapman said. She
said she and Peace have written
state Education Commissioner
Thomas Boysen of their plan to
step down.

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court unanimously passed a
resolution opposing the location
of a solid waste transfer station in
the county by a Mayfield
company.
Purchase Container Transport
has applied for a permit through
the Kentucky Natural Resources
and Environment Protection
Cabinet's Division of Waste
Management to build a station to
handle waste shipped by barge
from New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Connecticut.
According to the public notice
filed by the state, the station
proposes to handle industrial,
special and municipal solid waste
from those four states.
The company proposes to load
and unload barges on Kentucky
Lake and use the transfer station
to truck waste in or out before
going to Hickory.
Calloway County Judge/
Executive George Weaks said he
had been told the waste would be
shipped to a landfill in Hickory
after it is taken to the transfer
station.
Weaks gave several reasons for
opposing the proposal.
"I personally think those states
should keep it in their own states.
Solid waste is a big enough problem for us now. I'm sure everyone is aware of the fact that we
have a fantastic amount of underground water in this county. All
that water runs through the Tennessee River. I don't believe it's
possible to build a landfill or
anything else that deals with garbage that won't leak into the
ground water," he said.
The Murray City Council is
scheduled to discuss the issue at
its meeting Thursday.
"I don't think we'll win unless
the state looks at the possibility
of contaminating ground water,"
Weaks said.
The court took no action on
changing the names of certain
county roads with duplicate • TURN TO PAGE 2
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Natcher wins powerful House post
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
dean of Kentucky's congressional
delegation, Rep. William Natcher, was formally elected chairman
of the powerful Appropriations
Committee on Tuesday during a
caucus of Democratic lawmakers.
Natcher, 83, D-2nd District,
called his rise to the leadership
position a highlight of his
39-year congressional career.
He will replace Rep. Jamie
Whitten at the helm of the corn-

mittee, which controls most discretionary spending. Whitten, DMiss., is 82 and has been in poor
health for the past year.
"The fact that I have never
missed a day or a vote up here.
that I never accepted a campaign
contribution, none of that compares to being elected chairman
of Appropriations," Natcher said
after the Democratic Steering and
Policy Committee nominated him
for the post Monday night.

"This is a major accomplishment of my career in the Congress," he said.
Natcher has been acting chairman of the committee for the last
six months, since Whitten was
weakened by a stroke.
As acting chairman, Natcher
managed all of the 13 bills that
determine how the federal government spends taxpayers'
money. None of the bills was late
— for the first time in years.

CYRUS AFZALPLadgat a Times Owe°

School and business leaders involved in a partnership program
sponsored by Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
gathered at Calloway County Middle School for a receptioa Teesday. Pictured, from left. are Marilyn Willis and Dr. Nancy Lovett
of the Calloway County Schools, Andy Plattner, director of communications at the Rochester, N.Y., office of the Washington,
D.C.-based National Center on Education and the Environment
and Taylor Holland.
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HEALTH CARE

Jones says he's ready to fight for reform package
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones says he
expects his health-care reform
plan to win passage in a special
legislative session, even if he has
to "play hardball politics."
In an interview with The Kentucky Post, Jones said he will do
whatever it takes to get his
reform plan through the General
Assembly.
"When we get this plan
together ... you will see a fight
like you've never seen before,"
Jones said. "I don't run around
yelling at people, but I will make
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LONDON (AP) — Prince
Charles and Princess Diana have
agreed to separate but not to
divorce, Prime Minister John
Major said today, confirming
years of speculation of a royal
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Jones said he will ask his Task
Force on Health Care to reconvene to present the revised plan
to the public through Kentucky
Educational Television
broadcasts.

be ready 30 days before the legislature meets.
Jones has declined to release
details about his revamped
health-care package. But he did
say he's not backing down from a
controversial element mandating
that all employers provide healthcare coverage for all employees.
"You have to stand up for
what you believe in, and what I
believe in is universal coverage,"
Jones said. "I believe everybody
has to be covered by health insurance if we're going to get control
of the cost of health care."

"It's very complex. We're not
going to go public with it until
we're ready," Jones said. "As
soon as we come with the plan, I
think you'll see a lot of suppon
for it. "But I'll have a lot of
work to do ... this is the toughest
job anybody has tackled in state
government in a long time."

Charles and Di separating
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a little mental poker with
them."
A S100 million bond issue for
state parks will strengthen Jones'
hand as he sits down to play
"mental poker" with legislators
in the next month. The bond
issue is the only legislation that
the governor will allow in the
special legislative session with
health-care reform, he said.
The details of the bond issue
have not been released. The governor's office is working with the
Tounsm Cabinet on the package
and has promised only that it will

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher
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the tough decisions that need to
be made to get it passed."
Jones said his revised program
will be ready for release any day
now.
The governor plans to call convene lawmakers early next year
to deal with the health-care plan,
and indicated he would be ready
tactically.
"You just have to play hardball politics," Jones said. "You
have to sit down with every legislator one at a time and say, 'This
is my No. I prionty."
"You have to play a little pok-

romance gone sour.
"This decision has been reached amicably and they will both
continue to participate fully in

Edinburgh (Prince Philip), though
saddened, understand and sympathize with the difficulties that
have led to this decision. Her
majesty and his royal highness
particularly hope that the intrusions into the privacy of the
prince and the princess may now
cease," Major said, reading from
the palace's announcement.

the upbringing of their children,"
Major said, reading a statement
issued by Buckingham Palace.
Because there will be no divorce, Major said Diana remained
eligible to be crowned queen.
The couple will continue to
appear together in public from
time to time, Major added.
"The queen and the Duke of
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•U.S. Marines...
FROM PAGE 1
were taken than prisoners.
But special U.S. envoy Robert
Oakley said the next move, deeper into ,Somalia, could prove
more troublesome. "When you
get farther into the interior, you
get people who want to make
trouble," he said.
It remained unclear v.hether
U.S. forces would aggressively
try to disarm the Somalis, who
have fought running clan battles
for control of the country since
toppling authoritarian President
Mohamed Siad Barre in January
1991.
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midnight.
The commandos, faces
smeared with black and green
camouflage cream, found no
opposition — only scores of
waiting journalists.
The glare of television lights,
spoiling the stealth of the
advance team, led Pentagon officials to complain. But the TV
networks pointed out that the
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SIRKSEY MAN DIES IN TUESDAY ACCIDENT

A Kirksey man was killed and another was iniured in a one-vehicle accident
Tuesday at 855 p.m. on Poor Farm Road three miles northwest of Murray.
According to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff s Department, Jason
D. Borders, 18, was westbound on Poor Farm Road in a 1986 Chevrolet
pickup. Roger Alexander, a passenger, stated that a second vehicle came
over a hill onto Borders' side of the road. Alexander stated that Borders'
vehicle ran off the right side of the road, causing Borders to over -correct
arid lose control of the vehicle. Borders' truck traveled approximately 56 feet
before leaving the roadway and traveled another 51 feet, hitting a ditch,
then traveled another 104 feet before coming to rest upright in a driveway.
Borders was pronounced dead at 9:41 p.m. Alexander received multiple
injuries and was transported by ambulance to Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The Murray Fire Department and Calloway County Fire and Rescue
also responded
The Murray Fire Department was called to Southside Manor Apartments on
Broad Street Tuesday at 3:47 p.m. According to reports, a fire alarm was
activated from a pull station. Firemen checked the entire building and found
nothing.

DEPARTMENT RESPONDS TO CAR FIRE
The Murray Fire Department responded to a car fire Tuesday at 8 47 a m. at
300 Andrus Drive. According to reports, the fire in the 1987 Chevrolet Astro,
which began in the driver's side door panel, had been extinguished when
firemen arrived The vehicle's door, dash and headliner sustained damage.
Five firemen, one engine and the rescue vehicle responded.
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FROM PAGE 1
Boysen must appoint replacements for board members who
leave office before their terms
end. Chapman said she and Peace
were informing Boysen now so
he could name replacements by
January.
Peace, who was re-elected last
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FROM PAGE 1
reimburse taxes paid by local
automobile dealers who won a
lawsuit protesting the way the tax
was levied.
Magistrates authorized the
county to pay its $13,391.18 portion to the dealers. The other
operations affected and the
amount owed are: Calloway
County Health Department,
$2,965.20; Calloway County
Library, 2,869.56; and the Hazel
fire district, $514.34.
The county is not responsible
for paying the portions owed by
any of the other agencies.
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About the same time as the
beach landings, other Marines
clambered over shoreline rocks at
Mogadishu's seaport. There, too,
they encountered about 50 journalists and ordered them to lie
flat.
Gunfire broke out, but the circumstances were unclear. Reporters said Marines fired warning
shots over their heads, trying to
get them to back off. But one
Marine said he heard shots coming from elsewhere.

Local News Roundup

4

4

Marines told them they could
freely cover the beaches.
Before dawn, the main force
began arriving, rumbling up out
of the Indian Ocean in
camouflage-painted amphibious
vehicles, and over the dunes to
the airport. Marines leaped out
and took up positions at the control tower, and soon Navy transport helicopters were bringing in
platoons of Marines.

The point men of the American
landing, staged from a three-ship
Navy force offshore, were two
dozen Navy frogmen and Marines
who crawled up Green Beach,
adjacent the airport, just after
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month, could not be reached for
comment. His wife, Norma, manages a school bookstore in the
district.
"I don't want to retire .., but
neither do I want somebody to
come up and take me out," said
Ms. Chapman.
Officials of the legislature's
Education Accountability Office
and the state attorney general's
office are scheduled to confer
this week on how to deal with
local board members who defy
the anti-nepotism law.
Ms. Chapman said she was
willing to withdraw her resignation and carry her challenge of
the law to the U.S. Supreme
Court if board members elsewhere were willing to join her.
But she couldn't afford to do that
on her own, she said.
In the first round of her legal
challenge, Ms. Chapman and
three other local board members
won a temporary court order that
allowed them to keep their seats
until a hearing on their challenge.
That enabled Ms. Chapman and
others in her situation to be
sworn in for new board terms in
January 1991.
Franklin Circuit Judge William
Graham upheld the nepotism ban
in June 1991.
The Associated Press also pmrided information for this story.
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Trooper recalls shooting incident

the World

Y
TV COVERAGE BLOWS INVASION SECREC
prospect of worl-

vest. The vest itself stopped
Kentucky State Police trooper about half a dozen pellets.
"I reacted fine," Wright said.
says he kept his composure after
being shot during a weekend "I kept a good grip on my firedomestic disturbance call and arm. I approached it the best way.
credited his training with protect- I approached it like my training
ing him from more serious injury. demands. If I hadn't done it the
way I did, I probably wouldn't be
Trooper Steve Wright, 28, took
here."
stock of his luck as he sat in the
He said he yelled to the other
living room of his home Monday
"I'm hit, but I'm OK."
officers,
being
after
few
a
hours
just
Wright and three McCracken
released from Western Baptist
County deputy sheriffs had
Hospital.
"I'm just proud to be here, responded to the reported domesperiod," he said. "There's lots of tic disturbance about 11:30 p.m.
things we take for granted. I was CST Saturday. He said they knew
a man was outside the home with
lucky. It's a weird feeling."
Wright was hit with a blast a gun, "so I was ready for that."
What he wasn't ready for,
from a 12-guage shotgun from
however, was an ambush.
between 15 and 20 yards away in
Investigators say Roger
the right arm, the chin and the
stomach beneath his bulletproof Anthony Jones, 45, of Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A

WASHINGTON — The Pentagon was tickled pink at the
dwide news c:overage of its mercy mission to Somalia, but the military's glee
evaporated in a flash when television lights clicked on to record the first
troops hitting the beach. Suddenly, in a scene certainly unique in U S military history, a score of Navy frogmen and Marines sneaking up the beach to
sniff out potential hostile Somali forces came face to face with, not the
enemy, but a swarm of reporters and TV cameras. The glare of lights blew
the camouflaged troops' cover And the Pentagon brass blew their tops
- Some of them ware extremely upset," said Lt. Crndr. Joseph Gradisher, a
Pentagon spokesman. Senior officers began calling Gradisher s public
affairs office almost immediately after the first TV pictures were broadcast,
he said.

T FOR RELIEF
MARINES TO PREPARE AIRPORthe
main entry points in

WASHINGTON — Now that U S. Marines control
Somalia's capital of Mogadishu, they will be turning their attention to getting
the seaside airport ready for a long stream of Air Force cargo flights C-141s
and other transport planes will ferry tons of supplies to Somalia for the U S.
forces there, and commercial airliners chartered by the military will start
bringing in 16,000 Marines from Camp Pendleton, Calif. Once the Marines
declare the airfield secure for operations, the Air Force will immediately
bring in people and equipment, such as runway lighting and forklifts for cargo unloading, to get the airport ready for round-the-clock operations, said Lt.
Col Randy Morger, a spokesman for the Tanker Airlift Control Center at
Scott Air Force Base, III. The base is coordinating transport flights to Somalia An international "air bridge" of 24 KC-135 tanker aircraft to refuel the
planes flying from the United States to Somalia is already in place, Morger
said. A dozen KC-135s we at Lajas Field in the Azores and another dozen
are at Moron Air Base, Spain, he said.

CLINTON NEARING CABINET APPOINTMENTS
his first

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — President-elect Clinton is approaching
Cabinet appointments awash in pledges from Congress to swiftly confirm
nominees and act equally fast on an agenda Clinton promises will include
serious deficit reduction. Clinton returned to Little Rock early today after a
courting Democrats on Capitol Hill on Tuesday, and was said by aides to be
nearing a handful or more major appointments. First, Clinton's transition
office planned to release today details of the ethics guidelines that will apply
to ma)or Clinton appointees. The highlights a five-year ban on lobbying
agencies related to their government work and a lifetime prohibition against
working as lobbyists for foreign governments. The initial appointments are
set for Thursday, with transition and Democratic sources saying Clinton
plans to name Texas Sen. Lloyd Bentsen as treasury secretary and New
York investment banker Roger Altman as deputy secretary.

ED
CLINTON'S ETHICS CODE TO BE RELEAS
is designed to

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — President-elect Clinton's ethics plan
bar former administration officials from quickly trading their access for private gain and to pressure Congress to set the same rules for ex-lawmakers
The code, which could be released today, underscores Clinton's promise to
slow the -revolving door" between federal jobs and the private sector Clinton believes former government officials can become lobbyists too soon and
cash in on their public service. Aides, speaking on condition on anonymity,
said the rules would conform closely to Clinton's campaign promise top officials would be forbidden from lobbying their agencies for five years after
leaving office and would never be allowed to lobby U.S. officials for foreign
governments. Officials would be required to sign a pledge committing them
to comply.

BLACK WOMEN LESS LIKELY TO MARRY
many black

WASHINGTON — Poverty and the ills it produces are keeping
women from marriage, researchers say. The government says one black
woman in tour reaches the age of 40 without ever having married. That's far
more than among white women, where only one in 10 turns 40 without having married, the Census Bureau said in a study released Tuesday. The
study, "Marriage, Divorce and Remarriage in the 1990s,' also said that
divorce may decline during the decade to the point where four out of 10
marriages can be expected to dissolve rather than the five-in-10 rate generally seen in the 1980s. But, it said, remarriage also is expected to decline in
the '90s, with only about two of three women remarrying after a divorce.

BORDER
SMUGGLING SMOKES ACROSS THE
Lawrence River spot-

TORONTO — Two Mounties patrolling the frozen St.
ted a snowmobile dragging a sled across the ice and sped their own
machine toward it. The suspect cut his tow rope and raced away. He left
of
behind 25 cases of cigarettes, another drop in the overflowing bucket
contraband tobacco pouring into Canada from the United States. The huge
price difference between highly taxed Canadian cigarettes and American
tobacco has created a billion-dollar smuggling industry that stirs memories
of
of the 1920s and Prohibition across the border. "ft's almost like the days
Al Capone," Sgt. Wafter Wafer, chief customes and excise officer of the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, said in Montreal. "The only things missing
today are the Tommy guns."

RUSSIA
CAPITALIST COMICS ARRIITE IN
lawMoscow — Its a bird. It's a plane. It's a market economy' Russian
in Boris

Unusual moonrise
eclipse to be visible
across eastern U.S.
Bibles
Calendars
Ornaments
Decorations
Stocking Stuffers

By The Associated Press
The moon will be tinted red
or brown as it rises over the
eastern United States tonight,
obscured by a lunar eclipse
unusual both for its timing and
for the hue imparted to it by
volcanic eruptions on Earth.
The moon enters the Earth's
shadow at 3:59 p.m. CST and
will be largely covered by the
time it appears on the horizon
at 4:23 p.m., said Jack Horkheimer, who gives tips for
amateur astronomers on PBS'
"Star Hustler."
"When it rises, the moon
will be very, very dark," he
said Tuesday. "Depending on
how much volcanic dust is left
in the atmosphere from Mount
Pinatubo, it could range all the
way from gray-black to reddish brown."
The erupting Philippine volcano has spewed enough dust
and other material into the air
to further darken or distort the
moon's color, he said.
The totality phase of the
eclipse begins at 5:07 p.m.,
and lasts until 6:22 p.m., and
the moon will finally emerge
from the Earth's shadow at
7:29 p.m.
That means the western
United States will miss the
eclipse or see only the end,
while Europe views it directly
overhead — weather permitting, said Horkheimer.

makers peered in wonder this week at the newest phenomenon
Yeltsin's crusade to transform the lumbering Russian economy into a
market-based dynamo: capitalist comic books. The booklets, which explain
the dismal science in colorful stories and simple terms, were copied from a
series produced for about 20 years by the U.S. Federal Reserve system.
Members of the Congress of People's Deputies have been hunched over
their desks in the Grand Kremlin Palace, absorbed in comics titled "What is
Inflation,- - What is Money," and "What is Trade and the World Market."

— who has pleaded innocent to
charges of attempted murder,
first-degree assault and wanton
endangerment — had crawled
under a car in a shed next to the
home and covered himself with
leaves.
When the officers approached,
authorities say Jones fired the
shotgun. Wright said he felt a
gust of air, but no immediate
pain, when he was hit.
Out of the hospital and
recuperating at home, Wright
inspected the tiny wounds left in
his arm by the pellets.
"It wasn't immediate pain,"
he said. "I felt (something) like a
gust of air. It felt like somebody
pushed me. I knew I was hit, but
I didn't know how bad. I got
back behind my cover, sat down

Just In Time For Christmas!
Perfect Gifts For Everyone
On Your List.

753-7222

Cassette Tapes
Books & Cards
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Games & Puzzles
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Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1:5

To celebrate Christ's life, this Sunday the First
United Methodist Church off the Court Square of
Murray will present a special service of music at
the 10:50 worship service.
The Christmas section of Handel's beautiful
oratio "The Messiah" will be performed by the
chancel choir, soloists, organ, continuo, and
strings.
Join us as we give thanksfor the light ofthe
star over Bethlehem and the light of Christ's
life.

ArciPiPPriliffgole.

First United
Methodist Church

The Choice Is Yours.

503 Maple St. • 753-3812
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FORMAL WEAR
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and assessed my injuries. I
missed a whole lot of the pellets.
I was lucky."
In a strange coincidence,
Wright's wife, Susie, was riding
with Deputy Sheriff Ronnie Ashley — a family friend — when
Ashley responded to the same
call.
Susie Wright is a McCracken
County juvenile officer, a sworn
peace officer. But she didn't
know her husband was at the
scene.
When she heard the shot, "I
turned back around and headed
for the car. I've qualified with a
gun and I had my gun with me,
but I knew I had no business
there."
She later rode with her husband to the hospital
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That's right, you may not be
able to see eve disease and vision loss
before it strikes. But in 1992 alone,
over 200,000 Americans will suffer visual loss without any warning at all.
But an eye exam by one of our eye care
professionals can detect serious eve
disease so it can be treated - before
major damage has taken place.
At the Van Dyck Eye Center,
we're dedicated to early detection:
That's w hy we have the Network of
Excellence - an exceptional group of
experienced Doctors of Optometry
with whom the Van Dyck Eye Center

has worked many years. These professionals will examine your eyes and, if
necessary, refer you for airther diagnosis and specialized treatment at our
full-service eve care 6cilitY.
Good eve health starts with an
annual eye exam. Call an optometrist listed below or call us at 1-800489,0237. It' you wish, we'll make
your first appointment with the
Network of Excellence member of
your choice. If vou are over 30 and
have not had 'our eves examined in
more than a year, don't make excuses.
Make an appointment.
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Foreign policy
reality sets in
By TOM RAUM
itstrociate41 Prom Writer

i

WASHINGTON — After making the economy the centerpiece of
his campaign. Bill Clinton as president-elect is finding out that it isn't
all that easy, to avoid entanglements in loreign policy
"The dividing line between foreign and domestic polio is increasingly blurred." Clinton said Tuesday at a news conference in the
Capitol.
!rowans, that was the point President Bush made — repeatedly
1992 campaign season
as he sought to defend himself through the
focusing on foreign
time
much
too
spent
he'd
that
charges
against
polic y.
With U S troops now in Somalia. Clinton conceeled_il belies(' our
administration will be forced to spend a lot of time on for,•ien policy
whether we want to or not.
No matter what thes say dunog campaigns, most presidents wind
up enjoying foreign policy — with the possible exception til 1 ndon
Johnson. For Johnson. foreign policy was pretty much dominated by
the hugely unpopular Vietnam Year
For one thing. presidents can deal with foreign leaders and engage
in foreign policy without sharing authonts with Congress
Even to Clinton, who takes office with Democratic maionties in
both chambers and a rare atmosphere of political harmons. taking
actions free of Congress must have some appea;
Furthermore, despite Clinton's repeated assertions that he intends to
make the economy his No. 1 priority, recent economic indicators show
that some short-term improsements may he under was.
That cases the pressure for any fix -quick economic res.ue packages
when he takes office Jan. 20 and gises him more time to deal with
other issues, including the U.S. force in Somalia that will be Bush's
legacy
At Tuesday's news conference. Clinton spent considerable time
fielding questions on U.S policy in both Somalia and Bosnia
"I am generally very supportive Df the direction we have taken,"
he said of the Somalia mission. "The issue is whether the United
States will have to keep these ground forces that are going there now
there longer than a few weeks — one month, two months. v.hateser it

The Somalian sinkhole
This is the question before the
house: Should the United States
commit as many as 30,000 troops to
restoring order and protecting humanitanan relief in Somalia?
Any number of influential voices
are arguing the affirmative side. Let
me take the negative: No! A commitment of the magnitude proposed
by President Bush last week cannot
be justified.
These are among the arguments
for armed intervention. The
Washington Post says that America
"cannot consign thousands of sick
and starving Somalis to slow death."
The New York Times says it is
"intolerable and unthinkable to remain aloof." Jesse Jackson says
Somalia provides a glorious opportunity for American soliders to risk
their lives to save an Afhcan people.
All of these hawkish sentiments
are wrapped in layers of cotton
wool: Deadlines must be fixed.
Conditions must be imposed. Allies
must do their sharc. U.S. offices
must command U.S. soldiers. The
affirmative side is optimistic. The
operation should take only "a few
hours,' say's an unidentified Pentagon expert. Richard Norton, a professor of political science at West
Point, says the objectives could be
attained in a few months.
I say baloney. This is not meant to
be heartless. It is meant to echo
Santayana's famous maxim: Those

A (70NSEIZ\'ATIV

VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated coltuanist
who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it. Have we
forgotten the lessons of Vietnam?
Have we wiped from our memories
the problem of Iraq?
True, military experts see no
difficult problem in Somalia. The
cetuntry is in a suite of anarchy.
Since the coup of January 1991,
various "warlords" have formed
their own "armies," but the warlords
are no more than power-hungry
politicians, and their armies are
ragtag assemblies of gun-happy
thieves.
In the expert view, a battalion of
Marines could seize the key ports,
towns and airfields with little risk.
The 92nd Airborne would pour its
paratroopers into establishing secure supply lines. Somalia's terrain
offers little protection to disorganized hoodlums. Food would be
moving in days.
Andre Erdos of Hungary, president of the UN. Security Council,
has a larger vision. He sees a
responsibility to restore a whole

new government."We would need a
vast and important structure." he
says, but he does not say how it
would be paid for or who would
prop it up.
It's time to raise a few unsentimental questions. How is the national interest of the United States
involved in Somalia? The blunt,
inescapable answer is that the national interest of the U.S. is not
involved in any way in Somalia.
We had a national interest in
Grenada in 1983, when the Cold
War was hot and another communist base in the Caribbean was seen as
intolerable. We had a national interest in Iraq in 1991. We had to
prevent Saddam Hussein from seizing control of nearly half of the
world's oil and building his own
atomic weapons.
When such clear national interests are at stake, and all recourses
shortof war have been exhausted,of
course we send in the troops. That is
why we maintain them. No such
justification can be advanced in the

matter of Somalia.
Second question: What do we do
after our armed forces complete
their initial task? Do we pack up our
tanks and go home? Or must we and
others maintain an army of occupation for months or years to come?
Are we to put in place the "vast and
important governmental structure"
of President Erdos' desire?
Third question: What precedent
would be set by intervention? Somalia is suffering dreadfully. Two
million humans reportedly have
died from drought and anarchy.
Pictures of starving children tear at
the heart. But other countries also
are suffering dreadfully. If the preservation of human life is a vital
interest in Somalia, it is equally a
vital interest in Bosnia, Liberia,
Zaire, Cambodia. Before wading
into a swamp, we must look to the
other side.
The better course is to stay out of
the swamp entirely. Eventually one
warlord will kill off the rest; one
gang will accede to power. Eventually the rains will come and eventually Somalia will emerge from its
nightmare. It is just as the philosopher said: Eventually, this too will
pass.
All I am arguing is that there is a
time and place for the use of U.S.
troops. Now is not the time and
Somalia is not the place.
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tice these things. Please read Ezekiel 18:4, 21-23, 28, 32.
Mare impact alone. Jones
that
delays
Meant
much to learn about being governor.
hes
failure
That
subject
all
states
If
own.
the
his
of
must
programs
God's laws are for the good of all mankind. We
credit.
deserves
the
all
has three years left, one more
made,
He
am
whole new studies
economy improves and um reourselves to them and if we don't the penalty is death, it's that simple.
special
legislative session aid any
regular
other
and
care
health
while
campaign
Of Jones' other major
venues tocsin climbing again. Jones
It's not just this nation that God will destroy because of wrongdoto
up
of special sessions to show
gearing
number
bees
have
the
Menem
reforme
who
ones
beelih-car
the
Only
may have in his final two-year pledge
ing, it will be all nukes who disobey God's laws.
whatever
on
stuff.
his
budget the linencial leeway that his verdict is Mil ost mid my be for exert their influence
love righteonsness and who obey God's laws will be spared.
A year from now we'll see how
John Roberts
some Ow lease emMy promised plea emerges.
escaped hint so fir.
feasible
a
doing.
promises,
he's
Jones
as
sweeping
Murray
Drive,
propose
Covey
Rt. 2
On the plus side of Jones ledger, dist he would

Jones still has much to learn

I.cticrs to the Editor

'These laws ofGod are being broken'
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1407 Main
753-4682
We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Shced

American
Cheese
5 lb Block

$895
Eckrich Beef or Polish

U.S. Choice

Round Steaks
1 69

Philadelphia

Cream
Cheese
ez

Smoked Sausage
1 79

Bakers
Angel lake

Lb.

Coconut
919

99c

Land 0' Lakes No Fat

Sour Cream

16 0, 89'

2 Liter

With $10 Additional Purchase
Excluding lob. & Drink Special

Charles 6 oz

Ragu 28-30 oz.

1:

Spaghetti Sauce

RC Diet RC

Potato Chips

Ronco Reg or Thin

O&C French Fned

Skippy Chunky or Creamy

Spaghetti

Onions

Peanut Butter

Del Monte

RC, Diet RC,
Diet Rite

Sweet Peas

Angel Soft
1

Vlasic Bread & Butter

Del Monte Cut or French Style

Pickles

Green Beans

Rick's Homestyle Roll or

Bread Dough

11

Tuna
Pillsbury Already

Prairie Farms

Pie Crust

Whole Milk

Del Monte W.K. or C.S.

Sparkle Single Roll
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Corn

Paper Towels

Best
For The Holidays Order Owens
Boneless Pit
Your
Baked Ham
Pit Baked Ham,
89
BBQ Shoulder,
Smoked or Baked Turkey,
Party Trays,
Standing Rib Roast or
One Year Old
Country Ham

Snow White

Cauliflower

1

29
Hd.

Fancy

Fancy Washington
Red Delicious

Cucumbers

$1
3
For

,
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Owens Famous

Ned Chicken
9 Pieces

$489

Owens Best
Storemade

Potato Salad
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MURRAY TODAY
Hospital reports released
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday. Dec 5. have
been released as follows,
N•sibisorn IICIMES14011
Henderson baby girl parents Tamara and Jamey 1409 Popiar St
11.4urray
Dismissals
Miss Stacey Chester 415 West
Eighth St Benton Miss Sarah M
Hines 2129 Southwest Dr Murray
Larry With.arns P 0 Box 15 Harniin
Mrs Dixtio Palmer Rt 1 Box 199
ourksey
Robert A Colley General Delivery
Farmington J W Harris. Rt
Mayheid
Mrs Ophinia Murphy, 20 Beets Subdivision Oak Grove John Bowies 606
Walnut St Pans Tenn
Expiration
Mrs Lucille 0 Chariton Rt I Box
41 Wingo

•

JO's DATEBOOK

One new born admission, dismissals and one expiration for
Sunday, Dec. 6, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Melton baby girl. parents Regina
and Ricky 152 Barkley Trail Cadiz
Dismissals
Mrs Basso L Futrell 2155 Douth
Rd. Cadiz Lee R Vaughan 309
Norrh Sevanth St Murray
Witham Hai Smith Rt 2 box 156
I.4urray Robert Rennie Sonora Delivery Hamlin
Roy E Hughes Ftt 1 Box 146
Hazel Caleb T Mann 101 Pitts Ave
Old Hickory Tenn
Mrs Linda Branon Rt 5 Box 89-A
Parrs Tenn Melvin E Rhodes Rt 2
Box 120 Benton
Mrs Donna L Lee HC Box 187
New Concord kiss Nichoie T Carte'
and baby boy 1808-A Ridgewood Dr
Murray
Expiration
Mrs Mary Morris Murray

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Calloway County Middle School 4-H Group will meet Thursday,
Dec. 10, immediately after school in the school cafeteria. Club members will be making tray decorations for Christmas for the Meals-onWheels Program. The 4-H cookbooks to sell at $5 per copy will be
available at that time, according to Joyce Tidwell, leader.

NARFE meeting on Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees will have a holiday luncheon meeting on Friday, Dec. 11, at
11:30 a rn at Sirloin Stockade Lula Belle Hodges will givii a Christmas
reading Music will be presented by Margie Shown and James Frank.

Shower planned for Mayalls
A shower for Dr. Lynn Mayall and his wile, Mary, will be Saturday, Dec.
12, at 2 p.m. at Temple Baptist Church, Coldwater Road, in front of MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds. The Mayall home was recently
destroyed by fire. The shower is being given by the women of the church
and the public is invited to attend.

•
•
Stacey Lee Paschall and
Brian Thomas Mills to marry

Delta Department breakfast planned
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a breakfast on
• Saturday, Dec 12, at 9 a.m at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn. Music
will be by John Wood with the Rev James Simmons as speaker Hostesses
will be Janice Weaver, Linda Clark and Janice Hooks

Paschall-Mills wedding
vows will be said Jan. 16

r

FIVE GENERATIONS — Mrs. l.asern Rowland holds her greatgreat -grandchild, Emery Titsworth. At her left is Dawn Titsworth,
great-granddaughter of Mrs. Rowland and mother of Dawn.
Standing is Jimmy Rowland, grandson of Mrs. Rowland, grandfather of Emery and father of Dawn. Seated right is Jimmie Rowland Sr., son of Mrs. Rowland, great-grandfather of Emery,
grandfather of Dawn and father of Jimmy.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:03 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weakly Specials *

247-8537

THIS WEEK!
Home For
The Holidays
off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

759-1752

Dec. 10-13
Fri., Sat. & Mon.
8 pin.
Sun. at 2 p.m.

Mr and Mrs. Gedric B. Paschall of 2219 Edinborough, Murray,
announce the engagement and upcoming wedding of their daughter,
Stacey Lee Paschall, to Brian Thomas Mills, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Mills of 782 Lightfoot Lane, Madisonville.
Miss Paschall is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ruble Elkins of Almo
and the late James Oralee Elkins, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Paschall of Murray.
Mr. Mills is the grandson of Mrs. Mildred Robinson of Paducah and
the late Victor Robinson, and of Mrs. Agnes Adel Mills of Madisonville and the late Walter Mills.
The bnde-elect is a 1988 graduate of Murray High School and
attended Murray State University. She is a member of Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority.
A Certified Emergency Medical Technician in the states of Kentucky and Illinois. she is currently employed at the Clinton-Hickman
County Ambulance Service and Central Police Dispatch at Clinton.
The groom-eleLt is a 1986 graduate of Madisonville North Hopkins
High School and a May 1991 graduate of Murray State University
with a Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial Technology
He us currently employed with Beaver Adhesives Inc., Nashville,
Tenn. He is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. Jan. 16, at 2:30
p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the University Branch of the Bank of
Murray, North 12th Street, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Special event Saturday
Callowa County Public Library has announced that a special program of Christmas stories and puppets will be presented Saturday, Dec.
12
This will be from 10 to 11 a.m. in the meeting room of the library.
Presenting the program will he Brenda Gough, Children's Librarian
for the Graves County Public Library.
"The program will be a delightful Chrisunas treat for preschoolers
and school age children," said Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director
for the Calloway County Public Library.
There is no charge for the program. For more information, interested persons may call the library at 753-2288.

Cumberland Boys concert planned
The Cumberland Boys of Nashville, Tenn., will present a concert on Friday, Dec. 11, at 730 p.m at Grace Episcopal Church, 103 South Poplar,
Paris, Tenn. Formerly known as 'The Opryland Gospel Quartet,' they first
appeared in the fall of 1980 at Opryland USA and today they still perform six
days at week during Opryland's operating season. They have appeared in
many television specials The group is composed of Depp Britt, Bill Britt, Jim
Worthing, Steve Goforth and their tour piece band There is no admission
charge but a tree will offering will be taken.

Laryngectomee meeting on Friday
Laryngectornee Support Group will meet Friday, Dec. 11, at 4 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital For more information contact Ann Ingle RN or Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, at
762-1100.

Photographs at Pogue Library
'Kentuckians at War,' a collection of photographs relating to the history of
the military in Kentucky, will be on display at the Forrest C Pogue Library
on Murray State University campus through Wednesday, Dec 23. The
photos, which are on loan from the Kentucky Historical Society, depict Kentucky milrtary heroes, uniforms and equipment from the age of the long rifle
to the supersonic let. The Pogue Library is open from 8 a m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, arid from 10 a.m. to 3 p m. on Saturday. It will close
for the holidays at 4:30 p m. on Wednesday, Dec 23, and will reopen again
at 8 a m on Monday. Jan 4

Club Ladies' luncheon planned
The Ladies' Day Christmas luncheon at Oaks Country Club will be Wednesday. Dec. 16, at the club A social hour will start at 11:30 a m and lunch
will be served at noon Reservations should be made by Monday, Dec. 14,
by calling Doris Rose at 753-3690 or Della Miller at 753-2721

Women's Society plans event
Murray State University Women's Society will have a Christmas Cookie
Exchange on Saturday. Dec 12, from 10 a m to noon at the home of Vicki
Jones, 714 Main St., Murray. Each one is asked to bring a batch of your
favorite cookies and a container or two to take cookies home. Also members
may want to prepare recipe cards to share with others. Membership dues
are $5. Any one needing a ride call 753-1863 Dress will be informal Members are asked to call by today (Wednesday) to Mrs. Jones at 753-1863 or
Carol Bylaska, 753-6230 or 762-2999

Singles (SOS) plans events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have events on Thursday and
Friday, Dec. 10 and 11. The group will meet at 630 p m. Thursday for dinner at Delamar's Restaurant with Doll as hostess. On Friday the SOS will
sponsor its Christmas Dance from 7 to 11 30 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray
State University. Admission will be $5 per person with music by Showdown
Band. All singles are invited to attend SOS is a support and social group for
single adutts whether always single, separated, divorced, or widowed For
more information call Pamela, 753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Revival planned by Dexter Baptists
Revival servies at Dexter Baptist Church will start Thursday, Dec. 10, and
continue through Saturday, Dec. 12. The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, pastor of
Blood River Baptist Church, will be the speaker for services to start at 7
p m. Prayer Band will start at 6.30 p m , according to the Rev. Paul Bogard,
pastor, owho invites the public to attend.

Musical program planned at Carter
The Fourth Graders of Carter Elementary School will present a program
on 'What Shall We Do For A Christmas Play This Year" on Thursday, Dec.
10, at 12:30 p.m. at the Carter School Gymnasium, South 13th Street, Murray. Joan Bowker, music teacher, invites the public to attend this special
musical program.

Dorcas Class meeting on Thursday
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a luncheon
holiday meeting on Thursday, Dec. 10, at 11 .30 am at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn. Roberta Tarry is teacher of the class. Martha Farris, class
president, urges all members and associate members to attend.

Gospel singing planned Friday
•
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•
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'A Classic Christmas' in Concert will be Friday, Dec. 11, at 7 p.m. at
Lovett Auditonum, Murray State University. Featured will be The Nelons and
Wendy Bagwell and the Sunlighters Tickets are $7 at the door or $5 in
advance. Advance tickets are on sale at all area Christian Bookstores. Special rates will be for groups of eight or more. This is being sponsored by
Christian Radio Station WVHM at Hardin. Ticket orders may be mailed to
KingsWood Promotions, Rt 1, Box 211, Almo, Ky. 42020 For other information caM 759-1979

Chapter 50 of DAV plans dinner
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Ladies Auxiliary will have
Legion Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Meat and dnnks will be
furnished by the chapter and members are asked to bring vegetables,
salads and dessarts. All Amarican Legion Post 73 members and spouses
are invited to meet with DAV chapter for this spacial avant.

CCIIS Class of 1983 plans reunion
School Class of 1983 will have a 10-year reunion
Calloway County
of the members have not been located. If any one
in Jun. of 1993.
knows the addressot of some of the members, please call Nylio Torsak,
436-5808.

Guild of Organists will meet
The American Guild of Organists wiN have its annual Chnstrnas Carol
Song and Party on Friday. Dec. 11, at 730 p.m. at the home of Kathern and
Edward Nedwton, East HOBICOCil St at Totom Pole, Jonmboro, NI. Singing
of Ctwistrnas carols will be accompanied by members of Southern lanais
Chapter/Age pitying the Newton's Ausbn pipe organ A holiday meal pre
pared by the Newtons will be served For carpool information or other informillion, contact Jim Patton, Benton, 1-527-0009

Monday-Tuesday-Woxinosday 104;
Thursday I. Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811
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CALENDAR
Thursday, Dec. HI

Wednesday, Dec. 9
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meeting and Young Peoples'
Class/7:30 p.m.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.

Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers host Ballard County.

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9
a.m.-noon; A.R.K./5 p.m. and
supper with Jean Geurin;
Choir/6:30 p.m.

Murray High School events
include Ninth Grade Basketball
team hosts Marshall County High
Schoo1/6 p.m.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Westside Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/7 p.m.
and Adult Choir/8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Wesleyan and
Ruth Wilson Circles/6 p.m. at
home of Barbara Erwin; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.

•
Melissa Lea Adams and
Barry Gene Layton to marry

Charles W. Adams and Gayle Balentine of Murray announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Melissa Lea Adams, to Barry
Gene Layton, son of Joe Layton and the late Dean Layton of
Owensboro.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Murray High School. She is
presently a senior at Murray State University and will be graduating in
May 1993 with a Bachelor of Science in Communication Disorders.
The groom-elect is a 1987 graduate of McLean County High School
and a 1992 graduate of Murray State University. He is presently
employed as a safety engineer at Martin K. Eby Construction Company, Wichita, Kan.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Dec. 19, at 6 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church, 906 Main St., Murray.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations have been sent. All relatives and
friends arc invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

4

S

S

The Kentucky Instructional
Results Information System
(KIRIS) is the assessment program that monitors progress in
Kentucky schools as a part of
education reform.
Calloway County High School
administrative and counseling
staff will be available to explain

SERVICE NOTES
RODNEY W. DUKES has
enlisted for three years in the
United States Army and will
receive training as a cavalry

Blood River Baptist Association
Mission Board meeting/Westide
Baptist Church/6 p.m.

KIRIS to interested parents and
to students who took the assessment as seniors last year.
Information relating to KIRIS
will be explained on Monday,
Dec. 14, at 6 p.m. in the cafeteria
of Calloway County High School.
Jerry Ainley, principal, and
Debbie Anderson and Marion
O'Rourke, counselors, will present testing information and
answer questions.
All interested parents and 1992
graduates of CCHS are encouraged to attend, said O'Rourke.

Jackie D. Metcalf born

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre School/9
a.m.-noon and Pulpit Nominating
Committee/7 p.m. at Clements
home; Called session meeting
with Presbytery Committee/7
p.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Preschool/Children's fellowship and business meeting/7
p.m.; Sunday School Video
Seminar/8 p.m.

First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.

First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.: Fellowship Supper/5:30
p.m.; SS Preview Bible Study/6
p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs/6:30 p.m.;
prayer meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choirr7:45 p.m.

.<'

Pictured is a scene from the Living Christmas Story to be presented at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church on
Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 12 and 13."A long standing community favorite, this vivid Christmas story is brought to life by actors,
live animals, background narration and music by the Church
Choir," said Rick Lowe, public relations chairman for the cburch.
Over 150 people will be involved as cast members or in supporting
roles for this year's production. Two new scenes have been added
this year to compliment past live enactments. There is no admission fee to which runs from 6 to 9 p.m. each night. Refreshments
will be provided.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Lake-Land will
hear Wagoner

scout.

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

KIRIS meeting at CCHS

S

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

First Christian Church events
Evangelism
include
Committee/l2 noon; Christian
Family Fellowship pot-faith
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.

Adams-Layton wedding
vows to be said Dec. 19

•
•

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Infot753-8136 or
435-4314.

a •,.
,
4110
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Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. Metcalf of Rt. 5, Box 372A, Benton,
are the parents of a daughter,
Jackie Dawn Metcalf, born on
Friday, Nov. 27, at 11:14 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed six pounds
nine ounces and measured 19

inches. The mother is the former
Gladys Troutman.
Grandparents are Mary Stafford of Mockelumne Hill, Calif.,
and the late Tony Ellis Metcalf of
Metropolis, Ill., and Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Troutman of Cadiz.

THIS
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t
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PORTRAITS BACK IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS

SAVE
$10.00

First Christian Church events
include CWF Group IV/noon in
Fellowship Hall with Vicky Holton, hostess; Singles/6 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women/7 p.m.

Regularly

Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

p1495 4

Open Riding/5-10 p.m./West
Kentucky Exposition Center.
Admission free.
Overeaters Anonymous open
meeting/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Center.

Animal Care Workshop/9
a.m.-3 p.m./Curris Center Theatre, Murray State University.
Admission free.

Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church/6:30 p.m./Shoney's
Restaurant.
Thursday, Dec. 10
Murray City Council/5
p.m./Murray City Hall.

'approti size

S,95
9tting lee

Package Includes:
(2)8x10's,(2)5x7's,*
10-Wallets & 18 Mini-Portraits

package per subect Black and while
Advertised special inciodes tradibonal poses only Crne one special
Not vale enth any other otter
backgtounds and special &teas pothartS not available in advertised package
out setecten
All ages welcome Farrees and groups $2 00 Per additional subect Poses

Shooting Days/Dates: Wed. through Sun., Dec. 9-13
Photograph Hours: Dally 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-5:30 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
AGFA.

Murray State University Racer
Basketball team plays VASDA
USA/7:30 p.m./Racer Arena.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include "A Christmas Medley"/2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/1-924-5602.

Now Only
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Calloway County School Board
mectingr7 p.m./board office.
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Dukes was assisted in choosing
Solid Gold Herringbone /01
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
his enlistment options by Staff
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p.m./for senior citizens'
Sergeant Colin Neville of the
"
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activities.
U.S. Army Recruiting Station,
107 East Wood St., Paris, Tcnn.
Diamond
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
Dukes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Evangelist Vernon Wagoner
citizens'
Rodney W. Dukes of Murray, is a
will be guest speaker at Lake- p.m./for senior
•
senior at Calloway County High
Land Apostolic Church on Thurs- activities.
School.
WITH THIS AD
day, Dec. 10, at 7 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
The 17-year-old has enlisted in
The Rev. and Mrs. Wagoner
Arch Masons and Murray
the Army under the special
11111111I
and their daughter have several
Chapter No, 50 Royal and
Delayed Entry Program (DEP) years of pastoral and evangelistic
" rtr4lei:r
Masters/7: 30
Select
which allows qualified applicants
ministry.
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MARINE CPL. DANIEL J.
WALTHER,son of James E. and
Janice G. Walther of Rt. 7, Mayfield, recently participated in a
Korean Incremental Training
Program in Pohang, Korea with
2nd Battalion, 8th Marines, Camp
Lejeune, N.C.
The battalion conducted joint
live-fire exercises and small unit
level training with Korean
Marines.
The 1989 graduate of Calloway
County High School, Murray,
joined the Marine Corps in July
1989.

NOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIAUST
Vinyl and Aluminum Sing
Replacement Windows-Patio Doors
Carports-Patio Enclosures
*WoIvenne
•Certain Teed
•Alcoa

•Reynolds

•Mastic
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
Brad Haugh Owner
P 0 Box 106.1 Murray KY 42071
(502)753-0290
•
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Friday, December 11
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MSU Curris Center • 7:30 -11:30 p.m.

SHOWDOWN BAND
Admission: $5
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4
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.
Make plans now for the New Years Eve Dance
4L
Joe Creason Center, Benton • 7:30 p.m. - Midnight

•4•41,*44.44•f4,*444*44*444*404
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DIAMOND
SOLITAIRES
ROUND SHAPE
1/4 Carer Now $299
ii2cwor Nowt $799
ca,al. Now $1,999

Ii

DIAMOND wrtur
CLUSTER

344

MARQUISE SHAPED
I n Cam. Now

$699

$999

$20 PER
MONTH

FREE Christmas Gift Guide!

fd

Corns In lar free doineeeeetton todey.
Sug. Rata $2199

DIAMOND
EARRINGS
tA Crag' Novo $199
1r3 Carat' Now $299
irz carer Now $499

•

.SI• Roldhind Now I-24, Fin Ill•140041111-USEW

IIII

•
te1'

NUGGET STYLE
OR FAMOUS
KENTUCKY
CLUSTER
1/4 Coral' Now

$299

1(2 Carat' Now

$499

1 CARAT
"WAVE'
TENNIS
BRACELET

1 Full Carat' Now
$799
$24 PER
MONTH

$399

Kentucky Oaks Mall• Paducah
Mayfield Shopping Plaza • Mayfield
Chestnut Shopping Center • Murray
Reelfoot Shopping Center • Union City

Our Price $1,599

SEWING MACHINE CO.

hr.

MENS
DIAMOND CLUSTERS

DOORaUSERS

$299
1(2 Cite Now

;In
11 I...It;Ali

MAN'S 3 DIAMOND
NUGGET RING

$4

technology — and at.greet price. too

* Como In or call for your

•

Diamonds with
Emeralds.
Rubles or
Sapphires

This new computerized Platt sewing machine combines yews oi advanced Plait

Lay-Away now for
Christmas.
Beat the January
Price Increase?

A

4.4

99
$

JEWELERS
753-7695

• NO DOWN PAYMENTS
• UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
• 40onnarei. Teal 111001"We weal owl 141451 Al A
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'''Fabulous Christmas Buffet
is prisoner of war
'-A

CROP

PECANS

Served every Dam Monday thru Saturday

t.•

1988 Miami drug indictment.
A Tampa grand jury also
indicted Noriega in 19N8 on
marijuana-trafficking charges
linked to Texas smuggler Steven
Kalish. After his Miami conviction. Tampa prosecutors initially
sowed they would also try Nonega, but lately have refused to
comment.

MIAMI (AP) — Manuel Noriega is a prisoner of war, but can
be sent to a civilian pnson if
authonues observe the rules of
the Geneva Convention, a federal
judge ruled Tuesday.
The ousted Panamanian leader's lawyers have been arguing
since his surrender in January
1990 that he must be housed as a
military prisoner. but U.S. District Judge William Hoevele-r
agreed only partly.
"The defendant 1 Noriega is
plainly a prisoner of war under
the Geneva Convention Ill." the
judge said. "Nevertheless, he can
serve his sentence in 3 civilian
prison ... so long as he is
afforded the full benefits of the
Convention."
While a civilian prison is
adequate, Hoeveler cautioned that
a maximum security facility may
siolate Noriega's POW rights
under the Geneva Convention.
"Those charged with that
responsibility must keep in mind
the importance to our own troops
of faithful and, indeed, liberal
adherence to the mandates of
Geneva Ill," the Judge wrote.
Defense attorneys immediat, ly
filed an emergency motion saying
the Bureau of Prison has decided
to send Nonega to the tough.
high-security tederal prison in
Marion, Ill.
The conditions there
hours a day alone in a celL only
one hour a week of outside exercise -- clearly violate the Gene.a
Convention, said the motion
Hoe.eler set a hearing for later
today.
Prosecutors were not Immediate!s a.ailable to comment
The defense had argued that
use of any ci.ilian prison was
prohibited by the Geneva Conention and also warned that the
Untted Sutes could see the \,,r.
iega ease used js a precedent
against its own st..dicrs in future
military actions
Nonega was ;:onvicted in April
of eight drug and rasketeenng
counts charging he took bribes
from Colombia's Medellin cartel
It) turn Panama into a way station
for L S -bound socaine
shipments
In Jul. ilive..eler .entenccel
him to 40 years in prison, hut
delayed handing him 0.er to the
Bureau of Prisons until the Judge
resolved the delense s POW
claims.
Noncga has worn his four-star
general's uniform to court during
the three-year I S legal process
to reinforce his military status
The Panamanian leader surrendered to U.S tronr. after the
December lco,i9 to. J.14)n that was
prompted in large part by his

ARE HERE

C
66
Turkey & Dressing - Baked Ham •
9
bles
Vegeta
of
ion
Select
Large
Fish Salad Bar - Desserts

.95

753-4141
Hwy. 641 North. Murray

43EST WLD SHELLED HALVES & P'ECES
4IUNCHIK PECANS—Rtale4SaltiNI
.CUSTOM CRACKING OF YOURS IN SHELL
PLUS NEW CASHEW P1C CANS I BOXES

Kentucky Nut Corporation
Box 150, Hickman, KY 42050
Phone (502) 236-2662

Seven Seas

STOI

Bel-Air Center
Murray
Open 7-11 Daily

FOOD

"Home Owned
r

e

Limitse Large Eggs
pra
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•
4
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'ott,
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.
V&A

Margarine

Paper Towels .

1 Lb. Qtrs.

C
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Doz.
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Additional Purchases 69*

Kraft R

Gala

Parkay

tI

C

liirted

•••••ei.

Mar10sh

Roll
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41
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WITH ONE FILLED S
Hyde Park

Apple J,

KELLY

AM osier -

011111111

Kelly's 15 oa. Coe

Reg. $1.39 Charles

Potato Chips

Chill Weems
or Tamales.
Fumes Choe,

Baking
120z. Bag

e.1"1k7

,a1-4

W
Quarter

Shed fire claims
lives of teen-agers
EOLIA, Ky.(AP) — A storage
shed fire near Eolia killed two
Letcher County teen-agers who
might have been using the shed
for shelter.
"Evidently they were living in
the shed, because we found a bed
in there that they must have been
sleeping on," Cumberland River
Fire Chief David Jenkins said
We don't know how long they
might have been living there."
Jenkins identified the two as
Kenny Banks and Alon/o McClain. both 17. But Letcher County
Coroner Winston Meade said
positive identification had not yet
been- made.
"Basically. I think we know
that's who it is," he said.
Meade said preliminary results
of an autopsy Tuesday indicated
smoke inhalation was the cause
of death.

Pork Loin Chops 111111111 Pork
C.)) -

dify. Agg-r
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lop ink i
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Thin Cut Bonus Pack

Scotch Pine

slab,,
1 Christma'
Trees qV

Blue Ribbon Butter or Natural

Microwave
Popcorn

$119
Ea.

is

Lb.

GZI;reZeiitip

Bryan Juicy

Jumbo Franks

gl/$1
Juicy
Jumbos

Blue Ribbon

The Real

Lb.

Yellow or White
2 Lb. Bag
Popcorn

46,1'23 Co
Bryan

slug

596

MB

EReetIve

Lb.

Owe 12-15-412

PIM 775

Crispix

3

59

Floridatik

Save sl"
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Spare Ribs or
Backbone

•

6
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Country Style Bonus Pack

Breakfast Chops
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Let the SHIPPING HEADQUARTERS Package and Ship Your Valuables to the Ones You
Love this Holiday Season!
0 UPS Federal Express
0 Boxes & Packaging Materials
0 Reasonable Rates
0 Conveniently Located

CES

IELI.
1XES

d
Automate
I

s hib.,sb.ut ,

.

1540-4,0%, 42071
(502) 755 8887

at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption
from left, "Snoopy," a neutered male Collie; "Molasses," a female Calico
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are,
" a female Black Lab. Animals who do not find homes must be
kitten; "Mr. Kitty," neutered male shorthaired white housecat; and "Tyra,
, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30
Monday
p.m.
4:45
destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to
Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information
p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of United
call 759-4141.

CBS makes
Letterman
lucrative offer
Prices Good
Wed., Dec. 9
Thru
Tiler; Dec

15

`We accept U.S. Govt.
Food Stamps and W.I.C.

Cottonelle

Campbells Chicken Noodle

Kraft R

Marsh

10 Oz. Can

10

All Jersey

ED S ART SHOPPER CARD

Buttermilk

118

1/2 Gal.

Center C t Bonus Pack

?rk Chops

Thick Cut Bonus Pack

Pork Chops

59

$169

Lb.

Fresh-Meaty Bonus Pack
Pack

Spare Ribs

or

29

99c

The Real

Kaiser
Rolls...6 ct

Bryan

'2"

Pkg.

Drapery Cleaning

Lb

Cooked Ham
pm or Turkey
6f

LOS ANGELES (AP) — CBS
has offered David Letterman at
least $14 million a year to move
over and promised him the time
slot opposite "The Tonight
Show," the program that precedes his on NBC, newspapers
reported.
CBS guaranteed Letterman
double his NBC salary, or about
$14 million, the Los Angeles
Times reported Tuesday.
The New York Times reported
today that Creative Artists Agency, which represents Letterman,
told NBC that he had accepted a
CBS offer that would pay him
about $16 million a year.
The deal would give Letterman
ownership of the show and let
him produce a second late-night
show following his own, the New
York newspaper reported.
Under Letterman's contract,
NBC has about four weeks to
make a counteroffer.
Calls to NBC weren't returned
Tuesday. Letterman had no comment, said spokesman Stephen
Rivers of Creative Artists Agency. CBS had no comment, a
spokeswoman in New York said.
"We received an offer (from
CBS) on Monday, and the formal
negotiating with Letterman has
begun," NBC spokeswoman Betty Hudson told the Daily News of
New York in a story published
today. "We'll have no further
comment until the process is
concluded."
The acerbic Letterman, whose
NBC contract expires next summer, became unhappy with the
network after Leno was picked
over him to succeed Johnny Carson as host of "The Tonight
Show."
The Los Angeles Times quoted
an NBC executive it didn't identify as saying Letterman wouldn't
be given the 11:30 time slot over
Leno. Letterman's variety comedy show currently follows
Leno's at 12:30 a.m.
NBC executives said it was
unlikely they would match CBS'
money offer, in part because less
advertising revenue is available
at 12:30 a.m. than at 11:30 p.m.
They pointed to recent ratings
gains for Leno in insisting he
keep the 11:30 p.m. spot, The
New York Times reported.
NBC last month agreed to
allow Letterman to negotiate with
others in exchange for extending
his commitment to stay on at
NBC from April to late June.
ABC also courted Letterman,
but executives there said recently
they would not move the news
program "Nightline" to clear the
way for Letterman in the 11:30
p.m. spot he wants.
Snaring Letterman would move
CBS from its current late-night
crime show programming. The
network's previous foray into the
talk show arena, featuring game
show host Pat Sajak, failed to
stand up to Carson.
The reported offer would make
Letterman one of the highest-paid
TV performers, the newspapers
said.

Dinner
Rolls

SI 39

$129
Doz..

Raisin
Bread..16 Oz. Loaf

$169
•

Chicken
Snack Box

$199

2 Places Chicken, 2 Potato
Logs, Roll
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Proteosionally Cleo nod In Your Homo.
Inquire about 041.0 other services:
Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning,
Wood Floors • Restoration Seniors
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Oh, honey! What will I do. I
have to wrap and ship all of
those presents. Don't worry
darling, MR. POSTMAN will
take care of it for you.

FREE Gift Wrapping

very cosmetics company offers

The Panhandler

luxuries you can't afford. We offer
the kind you can't resist.
Elegant Holiday Gifts Under '20

753-5679

Bel-Alt Center

MERLE noRmAn.

I

..61

gr

RE/A1111(
PROPERTIES, LTD.

DR. STUART A. NAULTY
DR. MARY BOLTON

KIDS EAT

Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders

FREE!

Monday thru Friday
Hours by Appointment

'.4

'•
PALL DAILEY

BOB PERRIN, GRI

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

BOB HALEY

JEAN BIRD

489-2266
753-7653
753-3509
753-8702
LD
•
753-SO
AY
•
HI-:L-AIR CENTER
MURR

Season's Greetings
Washers
Laundry Service

• _.s

HATS-HATS-HATS
New Shipment
Lots of Styles & Colors

111 10
.

—Register for

Diamond
Earrings

'39

889

FREE

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

Expries 12-31-92

Murray Laundry Center

FOR A SPARKLING CHRISTMAS
-

Dry Cleaning
wstahddus 10% Off

50( Lb.

JEWELPY

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.

MR•

Dry Cleaning • Coln Op-Laundry • AltoratIona

75( Per Lct.

.amond & Black Onyx
Ring
.

Bel-Air Center

753-6926

Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
M urray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666

.
4

f

Candy making supplies available al

Bel-Air Center
Fax 753-920C

753-8400

11111111"9"111111V
7
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Bel-Air Center between Storey's & Murray Sewing
Sun. 9 am.-11 p.m.
Mon.-Sat. 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
er: Kath Coleman
Own
759-2570

Boots &
Dusters

SIRLOIN STOCKADE®

CieblefflociOmellt

Gold Chain—

Ward's Leather 6 Jewelry

I

920 S. 12th, Bel-Air Center 759-1616
Mon -Fri. 10-6, Sat 10-4

/
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30-year-old trolls are hit this Christmas
said. "My friends torture me."
and eventually began manufacturin
States
Brittany is especially taken by
United
the
In
them.
ing
the troll's belly button. "I have
AP @winner WOW
the early 1960s, they became a
an outie, and they do, too," she
fad that soon faded.
PITTSBURGH — Tarah Foster
said.
No one knows exactly why
knows what she wants for ChristShe laughed uncontrollably as
trolls took off, but many say their
them
mas, and it's not preuy. It's one
makes
what
described lifting the flap on a
she
is
homeliness
of those wide-eyed, stumpy dolls
troll's bunny suit to reveal his
attractive.
with a big note, big ears and colbare bottom. "It's so funny," she
Homely dolls have won childr
orful hair that stands straight up
Remembe
before.
giggled.
ren's hearts
— & troll.
the Cabbage Patch Kids dolls,
"They're neat because some of
which coined the phrase "they're
them are weird, but in a different inch to 2 feet tall and accessories so ugly they're cute'"?
way they're cute," said 11 -yearShawna Wcyant, 34, and her
such as key chains, magnets,
old Tarah.
jewelry and slippers.
6-year-old niece, Brittany
An ugly but endearing face and
Trolls come in all ages, making
Grubbs, both of North Huntinga modest price have made the
them popular with grown-ups, don, share a love of trolls.
troll a megastar in the toy world, too. There are baby trolls in diap"I collect trolls," Ms. Weyant
where good looks obviously
ers, teen-agers with boom boxes,
aren't everything.
middle-age trolls with graying
Designed imperially for the small
Toy watchers say nostalgia did
hair and even elderly trolls.
to medium size business risk
and
movies
what
for the troll
Trolls also are outfitted for
Coverage lot your property. liability
exposure, loss of business earnings.
television cartoons do for toys
every sport, nationality and occuand other optionsi protection
uous
Contin
like Batman and Teenage Mutant
d.
priesthoo
the
including
pation,
Shelter Insurance Companies
Ninja Turtles. Trolls were introThere's even a male dancer troll
Aluminum Gutters
Home Office. Columbia, MO 652 18
duced to the United States about
with tiny briefs and a tie.
al)
Residenti
(Commercial &
1960, and were playthings for
Harold 'Jack' Romaine
Trolls got their start in Scandatoday.
parents
are
who
children
Licensed In KY & TN
navia where for centuries they
FREE ESTIMATES
759-1013 or 753473
In her bedroom in the Pittswart
-nosed,
were depicted as
401 S. 12th Si. - Mune,/
burgh suburb of Plum, Tarah has
in
s
-dweller
cave
ural
supernat
about 60 trolls, some of them
folklore. Danish artist Thomas
Well always be there for you.ci
attached to earrings and hair
Dam carved a friendly -looking
•
bands. Her mother, Maria, 36,
1950s
the
in
daughter
his
for
troll
had a few trolls herself as a child.
Retail sales of trolls and troll
paraphernalia could reach about
$700 million this year, toy analysts estimate. They were the topselling toy in the United States
this year, said the trade magazine
Playthings.
Many trolls sell for under
which means parents can keep

By CATHERINE DRESSLER

their children happy and stay
within their budgets.
Trolls have changed along with
the times. Thirty years ago, their
clothes were simple felt tunics or
loin cloths. Today's trolls come
in all shapes and sizes with a variety of costumes and accessories.
At the Fun Services gift shop
in Monroeville, the shelves are
filled with trolls ranging from 1

Shelter
Insurance
Businessowner's
Policy
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Murray Woman's Club Kappa Department
Presents
JOLtk 0744001(:

ehiiiqtniaq in

the COUtithY

December 13th 1-4 p.m.
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Yates
Mr & Mrs. Tripp Furches
Box 1012 Robinwood Dr.
Hwy. 94 West
Misty Meadows Subdivision
3 miles from Murray

•

Mr. le Mrs. Johnny Colson
Hwy. 121 S.
at ad Salem Rd.

Mr. & Mrs. Harry Allison
Hwy. 121 S. Lynnwood Est.
2 miles from Murray

Purchase Tickets From:
Santa's Attic, Kappa Members or at the door, day of tour.
Cost $5.00
Proceeds Benefit: Calloway County Chapter American
Red Cross AIDS Education

A-1 GUTTERS

Call
753-7020

Rep. Brown
will try to
unseat Richards
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Mark Brown will try
to unseat House Democratic Caucus Chairman Jody Richards,
who is running on a slate with
two current leaders.
Brown, of Brandenburg, said
Monday he would run for the
post, increasing hopes among
some colleagues that other races
could open up.
Richards, of Bowling Green,
said he thinks he still has commitments from 63 of the 72
House Democrats to elect him to
a fourth two-year term as caucus
chairman. The election will be in
the first week of January.
Richards is also running on a
slate with Rep. Joe Clarke of
Danville, Clarke wants to succeed
Speaker Don Blandford of Phil-

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway County

Take Time
To Care

PREMIUM

pot in Daviess County, who has
been indicted on federal corruption charges.
The only legislator openly contemplating joining the speaker's
race, Rep. Louis Johnson, DOwensboro, delayed a decision
until later in the week.
Clarke's underdog opponent,
Speaker Pro Tem Pete Worthington of Ewing, said Brown's and
other possible candidacies would
weaken the Clarke slate.
Brown's entry also stirred the
interest of Rep. Jim Callahan of
Southgate, who said there might
be a greater opening for him in
the caucus chairman's race
because Brown and Richards are
from the same general area, western Kentucky.

Subscribe!

MSU Interior
Design Students
and

9010%1'Is
Mobile Homes, Inc.

extend a special
invitation to tour
a manufactured home
designed and furnished
by MSU students.
December 6 thru 20
Sundays 1:$0-430
Daily 1:00-6:00
In front of K-Mart,
Murray
For more info call

"CiNS
0 Homes, Inc.
9
Mobile
Hwy. 70 laid
1400442-4891
Par* TN

MART

WHEN MINUTES MATTER

Why go that extra mile for quality gas when you can fill'er up with high-grade
Marathon gasoline at Minit Mart. It's the gas with special detergent additives
that keeps your engine clean and running smooth. For premium performance,
it's Marathon gas. Now at participating Minit Mart stores.
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SPORTS
Nord promises pass happy Racer attack

EKU gives UK
a run for its
money at Rupp U of L coach
gets offensive
By MIKE EIABRY
during visit
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
AP Opens wrier

Eastern Kentucky nearly pulled
off the unexpected against No. 3
Kentucky.
It took Jeff Brassow's two
i-pointers in the final 1:08, and a
career-high 38 points and 19
rebounds from Jamal Mashburn,
to lift Kentucky to an 82-73 victory Tuesday night.
"They played a great game,"
Brassow said of Eastern Kentucky "We didn't expect anything
like this. We showed our immaturity and didn't come to play.
We weren't up mentally and at
really hurt us.'
Kentucky coach Rick Pion°
marveled about Eastern Kentucky
(2-1).
"They never folded up," he
said "They showed more heart
than anyone I've seen in 19 years
of coaching."
And he added: "They deserved
a victory tonight."
While it may have been a morale victory for Eastern Kentucky.
it wasn't enough for the Colonels
to come so close to defeating
their famous neighbor.
"I don't think there is a coach
alive that would be happy with
the outcome," said first-year
Eastern Kentucky coach Mike
Calhoun "I think we grew as a
team and hopefully we'll progress and grow from this."
Eastern Kentucky went up
73-72 when Brad Divine made
two free throws with 2 21
remaining before Junior Braddy.
Brassow and Mashburn went to
work to save Kentucky 13-01.
Braddy penetrated inside the
Lane and hit a short leaning jumper that gave Kentucky a onepoint lead with 1 -55 to go. Fourteen seconds later, Dale Brown
blocked a jumper by Eastern
Kentucky's Arlando Johnson.
After a Kentucky miss, Johnson drove to the lane, hut under
tight defensive pressure from
Rodrick Rhodes. slipped and
walked with 1 .31 to go.
Kentucky missed again on its
possession, but Mashburn was
at* to slap the hall outside to
Brassow, who hit a straightaway
3-pointer for a 77-73 margin with
1 -08 remaining.
Chris Brown, who led EKU
with 18 points, had an opportunity to close the gap to two, but
missed two fret throws with 1 -01
to go.
Kentucky then worked nearly
40 seconds off the clock before
Brassow connected on a 3-pointer
from the kit wing. Mashburn
added two free throws with 5 seconds left for the final margin.
Brown added 15 points for
Kentucky, which made only 25 of
59 shots for 42 4 percent and

By STEVE PARKER
Wavy Leer% & Tempe $pecie Idler

Should Gary Nord get the
call from Murray State officials
to become the school's next
football coach on Monday, Dec.
14., he might be ready to play
by Jan. 1.
At kast on paper.
"We'll drop back and throw
the football," Nord said during
his press conference on
Tuesday.
Nord, who has spent all 12 of
his years as a coach as an assistant at the University of Louisvilk, has been the Cardinals'
offensive coordinator the last
two seasons. He admits a greater knowledge of offensive football, but has been surrounded
hs one of the best.
"It's the exact same offense
that the Miami Dolphins used to

Nutt replaces Deal in Final Five
University of Arkansas assistant Houston Nuu will interview
Saturday for the vacant head football coaching position at Murray
State University giving MSU five active candidates for the job.
Mike Deal, an anginal candidate, called athletic director Mike
Strickland over the weekend and indicated a desire to remain at the
University of Illinois as an 1133iStlial.
Stickland contacted Nuu Monday night and asked him to join the
pool that Murray State will rack from for iu new head coach.
Nutt, 35, recently completed his third season as coach of the
wide receivers at Arkansas. He has also coached six years at Oklahoma Stitt UnlVellIty, where he began as a graduate assistant in
1983. He coached the quarterbacks and receivers at OSU and was
the Cowboy's offensive coordinator in 1989.

go 17-0 in 1972, the one that
the Miami Hurricanes used to
win a national championship in
1984 and the same offense that
we (Louisville) used to set
seven Fiesta Bowl passing
records," Nord explained.
• "People want to see wideopen football," Nord said. "It
puts people in the seats."
Howard Schnellenberger,
Nord's boss the last eight years,
had players like Bob Griest,
Jim Kelly, Bernie Kosar. and
Browning Nagle throwing the

ball in his offense.
Nord said one of his first
chores, should he be selected by
Murray State to replace Mike
Mahoney, would be to find a
junior college quarterback.
"It's a pretty sophisticated
offense, and a freshman can't
handle it," Nord told members
of the media Tuesday afternoon.
"To do what I'd like, the first
thing I'd do is get a junior college quarterback. And, I know

STEVE PARKERltedger a Times pnoto

University of Louisville offensive coordinator Gary Nord would
"drop back and throw it" if he wins the Racer football job.
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Shelton shoots scare into Lady Marshals

1

•

• TURN TO PAGE 13

Junior scores 35 in 83-65 defeat
By STEVE PARKER
wormy Ledger & Times Sports

Editor

DRAFFENVILLE — Peter
O'Rourke had everything he
needed when he put his Lady
Lakers up against Marshall County Tuesday night.
The superstitious Irishman had
the ever-present red carnation in
the left lapel, handfuls of bubble
gum in his pockets and a penny
in his shoe. The only one that
worked was his lucky No. 13.
Valene Shelton, sporting No.
13, scored a game-high 35 points
for Calloway County but it was
not enough to rock the Lady
Marshals.
"She needed to score 55,"
O'Rourke joked after his team
fell 83-65.
Calloway (1-1) stayed within
eight points in the first half,
aided by Shelton's 20 in the first
two quarters, but Marshall lit up
the nets with 12-of-13 shooting in
the third period to push the lead
out to as much as 63-43.
Two three-pointers by Shelton
and one by senior guard Susan
Bucy cut the margin down to 10
midway through the fourth, but
Marshall took advantage of Calloway's cold shooting and put the
game away with 6-of-7 free
throw shooting in the last three
minutes.
T.rres pnow
For Shelton, it was her biggest
STEVE PAFIKEI:Vieecow
since she hit up Marshall
output
s
Lady Laker junior Valerie Shelton drives around Marshall'
as a freshman to give the
39
for
night.
Tuesday
points
35
to
way
the
Mary Nell Roberts on

753-4563
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Lady Lakers the Fourth District
title in 1991.
"I've been waiting for this
game ever since our first one,"
said the junior guard, who hit
five three-pointers. "I don't know
why, I love playing Marshall
County."
When Shelton scored the first
12 points of the game to neutralwe Marshall's quick start, Lady
Marshal coach Howard Beth
must've flashed back to 1991.
"If you go out and let her get
her rhythm, she's going to go like
that all night," said Beth, who
rotated three players on Shelton.
"She penetrates and shoots so
well. She's just a good
ballplayer."
"I'm trying to move without
the ball more," said Shelton, who
was hampered by an ankly injury
last season, but still managed a
20-point average. "Last year I
had trouble focusing on the rim,
but most of it was in my head."
Marshall countered Shelton
with a balanced offensive attack.
Five Lady Marshals scored in
double digits, led by Amanda

Seaford's 22.
"I'm pleased," O'Rourke said
after the Lady Lakers' second
outing of the season. "Look at
their (Marshall) scoring — 16,
15, 22 — that's their starling
lineup from last year. Everybody
said they were 20 points better
than everybody else."
Calloway mastered Marshall's
vaunted press to keep the game
close. Marshall needed an 8-0 run
in the third to push an eight-point
halftime lead to 16 two minutes
into the quarter. Seaford scored
10 points for the Lady Marshals
in the third.
"We worked on their press a
lot in practice," the Calloway
coach said. "I don't think their
press hurt us, what hurt us was
their inside game."
Marshall's quick front line outscored Calloway's 4g-18, but
Calloway managed to win the
battle of the boards 26-25. Senior
forward Leah Darnell pulled
down seven boards and scored
seven. Molly Wisehart pitched in
nine for the Lady Lakers,
Calloway trailed 17-12 early in
the first before Marshall ran off
seven straight points to take a
22-12 lead.
O'Rourke's worst fear, getting
blown out, didn't happen and he
and his Lady Lakers were pleased
with their effort.
"We get another chance at our
house," Shelton said of a Feb. 2
meeting in Jeffrey Gymnasium.

Free throws negate
Lakers upset hopes

"We Also Do Window Tinting."
Marshall 73, CALLOWAY

By STEVE PARKER
Money Ledoer & These Sports &Mee

Storey's Sport Stop
to Gift Certificates Available Ito
—Lowest lax Pack
414
t!,
ti-f4 Prices In Town—

Ron Greene got to use four
words that he seldom used a year
ago, following his team's 73-59
loss at Marshall County Tuesday
night_
"It was a game," the Laker
head coach said without a second
thought
Playing more aggressive than
they did in a 21 -point loss to Fulton County the last time out, Calloway pushed Marshall to the
limit, only to see an old enemy
shoot them down.
"It was a new ballpme. but an
old nemesis raised its head,"

Greene said after his squad fell to
1-2. "We couldn't hit our free
throws and they hit theirs."
Calloway shot an ugly
10-for-23 from the free throw
line, while Marshall (4-1) was
I7-of-21. Marshall also shot
6-for-12 from the three-point line

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

We now have 9lacksla Club Beakenball end
1993 Donnas Basebaa

502 Maple

Buy-Sell- Trade

759-1214

STEVE PARKER/I sdg. & Times phoio

Calloway head coach Ron Greene discusses strategy during a
tinieout Tuesday night.
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Actions& React ions
CALLOWAY MIDDLE BASKETBALL

•Nord promises...

Calloway Middle seventh graders fell to Murray Middle last night 47-41.
Trent Wilson lid the Laker effort with 20 points. Justin Morton contributed
13. Last night's game ended the first half of the season for the Lakers. They
coins away with a 3-2 record.
The Laker, played South Marshall Middle Monday and won with the help
of Trent Wilson's 22 points They wore defeated last week by Hopkinsvillo.
During that game, Morton dumped in 12 points while John Yezersiu added
10. The turn has also posted wins this season against Reidland and North
Marshall Middle.

MSU RIFLE TEAM
The Murray State Racer Rifles are ranked third in the nation according to
the latest poll released by the Collegiate Rifle Coaches Association. MSU
trails 1992 NCAA champions West Virginia and Alaska-Fairbanks in the
polls.
Murray State finished first in the smallbore competition and second in air
rifle compition at the Walsh International Match at Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio.

•Free throws negate...
FROM PAGE 12
which eventually cost Calloway a
chance to win,
Senior Craig Carraway cut
Marshall's seven-point thirdquarter lead down to three, 54-51,
with a free throw at the 5:53
mark of the fourth quarter. Marshall's Todd Northcott answered
that with a trey and a layup, followed by another three-pointer.
Trent Gibson and Carraway
scored for the Lakers in between
Northcott buckets, but the lead
grew to 62-55 with four minutes
to play.
Thomas Hornbuckle, leading
all scorers with 15 points, hit a
short jumper to cut the margin to
62-57 before Marshall hit 7-of-8
free throws in the final two
minutes to put the game away.
"We were in a position to contend right down to the wire,"
Greene said. "We gave a good
effort, but certainly not good
enough to win."
Greene said his team hit a wall
in the final three minutes. Up to
that point they had hit everything
else.
Calloway, controlling the tempo throughout against Marshall's
run-and-gun style, shot 20-for-39
from the field.
Calloway got a big lift from
the guard position. In addition to
Hornbuckle's 15, Greene got 11

from freshman point guard Brent
Anderson.
"That's the first time I can
remember getting both guards in
double figures," Greene said happily afterwards. "Hornbuckle
played much better and Brent
took care of the basketball."
Anderson drilled two three's
early to cut Marshall's lead from
11-7 to 11-10 with 2:52 to go in
the first. Carraway followed with
a conventional three-pointer to
give Calloway a 13-11 lead.
Jason Greer hit a short jumper
and Trent Gibson scored on a
breakaway dunk to push Calloway's lead to three, 17-14.
Calloway led 19-18 after one,
but Marshall used a 13-4 run to
pull out to a 31-23 lead. Calloway stormed back with scores
from Wes Cogdell, Eric Johnson
and Hornbuckle.
Hornbuckle, a sophomore,
scored the final five points of the
half for the Lakers to cut Marshall's lead to 33-31 at half.
"We played more relaxed
tonight and hopefully that can
continue the rest of the way for
us," Greene said.
Chris Bundy came off the Marshall bench to lead the home
team with 14 points. All-Purchase
selection Daron Boatright scored
13.

III Runfor its money...
FROM PAGE 12
turned the ball over 17 times
against its lightly regarded
opponent.
"We kind of took them for
granted," said Brown. "We
learned our lesson, believe me.
This game woke us up and
showed us that we have to be
ready to play everynight for
every team."
Johnson finished with 16
points, while DeMarcus Doss had
12 and Divine 10 for Eastern
Kentucky. The Colonels made 24
of 53 shots for 45.3 percent.
Kentucky held a 43-26 advantage on the boards behind Mashburn's superb effort. Allen played
only 15:34 because of foul trouble and led the Colonels with six
rebounds.
Johnson scored nine points,
five off turnovers, as Eastern
Kentucky_Jook a 20-7 lead with
12:02 remaining in the half
before a stunned Rupp Arena

crowd.
But Kentucky started taking
the ball inside to Mashburn, who
scored 13 points in a 17-6 spurt
that trimmed Eastern Kentucky's
lead to 26-24 at 5:16.
Eastern Kentucky refused to
wilt, however, going up 35-28 on
Divine's 3-pointer from the top
of the key at 2:33.
Kentucky finally tied the game
at 35-35 on Brassow's 3-pointer
with 1:04 left, but Johnson sank a
15-footer to give Eastern Kentucky a 37-35 halftime lead.
Kentucky went on an 11-2
spurt at the start of the second
half to go up 46-39 behind Mashburn's five points. But Eastern
Kentucky fought back, retaking
the lead at 61-60 on Divine's
3-pointer with 7:55 left.
There were eight more lead
changes before Braddy's basket
put Kentucky ahead for good.
"I'm not happy with myself or
the ballclub," said Mashburn.
"We have to start playing team
ball."

„"A

directed the Cardinals' recruiting efforts in Kentucky. He is
also very familiar with Calloway County, as he pursued former Lakers Allen Douglas, Fred
Jones and Pookie Jones. Only
Pookie Jones, a sophomore
quarterback at Kentucky, got
away.
Nord, 34, is a native of
Louisville and played college
football for the Cardinals as a
tight end. He is married to the
former Kathy Bradford and they
have two daughters, Colleen
and Nicole, and one son,
Nathan.
"Murray State can be the best
football program in the OVC,"
Nord concluded. "The commitment is there. I've talked to Mr.
(Mike) Strickland and Dr.
Kurth. If I didn't think they
were committed I wouldn't be
here."
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All Children's Apparel
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'Now Open On Sundays 1-5 P.M. Until Christmas*
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Murray, Ky
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"See me for all your fundy arourarur needs"
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

FROM PAGE 12
where they are."
Speed is next on Nord's
shopping list to rebuild the Racer program. He noticed from
watching films that the Racers
lacked the ability make, and
prevent, the big plays.
"You can't win without
speed," he said. "I don't know
of any other way you can say it.
Speed is easier to find than
site."
Nord's immediate concern
would be putting together a
coaching staff. Since all his
career has been spent on
offense — wide receivers
coach, tight ends, passing game,
and offensive coordinator — he
would seek a defensive coordinator first and foremost.
His second priority would he
recruiting.
While at Louisville, Nord
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Yoon is recognized by hospital
J. J. Yoon of Murray has been
selected as the "Out of the Ordia?..
airy' employee for Mamba 1992
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for hex work as a registered nurse
in the hospital's Critical Care Unit.
The "Out of the Ordinary" award
is presented regularly to an MCCH
employee such as Yoon who,in the
eyes of colleagues and/or meets,
demonstrates outstanding commitment to his or her responsibilities.
Some of the comments from
nomination cards for Yoon said:
"Her kindness. sincerity and genuine concern for her patients
shows through. She always tries to
meet the needs of the patients and
the family members."
Yoon has worked at MCCH for
seven years and cares for patients in
CCU who have suffered a heart

FOOD STORES
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Valu Pack Boneless

Enhance Non-Dairy

Swiss Steak

Creamer
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government expanded its investigation Tuesday into charges that
some General Motors pickup
trucks are susceptible to fires in
side crashes because of their fuel
tank location.
"The agency has been
involved in a complicated review
of a great deal of information on
this issue during the past four
months, and there is no question
further investigation is needed to
determine whether these trucks
contain a safety-related defect,"
said Marion Blakey, head of the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
Blakey said the action doesn't
mean the agency has concluded a
safety-related defect exists.
A recall could cost General

Motors Corp. about S1 billion.
The probe began Aug. 14 with
a petition by the Center for Auto
Safety and Public Citizen, two
consumer groups that asked the
government to recall the vehicles.
In question are about 4.7 million 1973-87 Chevrolet and GMC
C/K series full-sized pickup
trucks.
The trucks were made with
"sidesaddle" tanks mounted outside the frame rails. The consumer groups say that position makes
the vehicles more vulnerable to
fires and explosions in sideimpact crashes.
The center claims at least 300
people have died in fires and
explosions resulting from such
crashes.
GM insists the vehicles arc

I SvCvAATIET
CHRISTMA

99

$179 L
Whole

J.J. Yoon

Government expands GM probe

NverMoi.st

9

18 1/4 Oz.

attack,severe respiratory problenis,
trauma and injuries related to accidents.
"I am quite honored to be chosen
and must say thank you to those who
work with me daily and those who
nominated me for this award," Yoon
said.
"[enjoy my work and appreciate
the care our hospital gives." she
added.
In addition to the award, Yoon
receives a specially marked parking
space for the month, a certificate
denoting the honor, a balloon bouquet, and a special invitation to the
hospital's annual service awards
banquet.
J. J. Yoon and her husband, Dr.
Yushin Yoon, reside at 1005 Westgate Drive in Murray. They have an
11-year-old son, Christopher.
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$149 Lb

FREE $1000
RUGS

Brick

. lore>

Each location will draw one name on
12/21/92 at 3:00 P.M. Complete rules
available In stores. Just Register.
"Huge Stock of Carpet"
et
cv--wwAcross from r
Governor's Mall
127 Terminal Dr.
Clarksville, TN IL
615-552-8787 NI

Gilmore Microwave

Peanut Butter

Popcorn

80z. Jar

pg, „.•.%

99

•

.-t

'Mom.

IN CARPET OR AREA

11 1/2 Oz

anner

safe and surpassed government
regulations for fuel system
reliability.
The automaker said in a statement, "We trust and believe the
agency will conclude - as any
fair reviewer would - that there
is no basis upon which to conclude that these vehicles contain
a safety-related defect."
Debra Barclay, a spokeswoman
for the Center for Auto Safety,
called on GM to voluntarily
recall the trucks.
"The longer we wait to get a
recall, the more innocent victims
are going to he burned and possibly killed from this defect,"
Barclay said. "There is still not a
recall. We still have these fire
bombs on the road."
Tuesday's action by NHISA
upgrades the probe from a preliminary evaluation, during which
NHTSA and the manwacturer
exchange paperwork, to an engineering analysis. .In that stage,
government engineers study the
alleged defect.
Blakey said data from accidents and crash tests as well as.
the question of how the truck is
designed would he resiewed.

vcit!, are faking a toil
on commercial television. 77 percent of
Kentuckians surveyed
have VCRs and use
them primarily ti)r
playing rented movic-,.

Visa/Mastercard
Hwy 641
Puryear, TN
901-498-8963

Sh4 viler
ht.- PT

3 Ct.
$129

Potato Chips

•

Jelly
32 Oz. Jar

Cutty Shark
Scotch
t 32.98

J Higgs

Bmmley's Grape

99

8 Oz.

Johnny Walker
Red Scotch
i
32.98

69'-11:4€-

J&B Scotch

32.98.,,
Two Fingers
Tequila

.04447,
Borden Cheese

Wylwood Tomato

Juice

/ „.

69

Singles
$189

Pizza

• 44,. ,4• •
•

10

cRISPCRUsi

ISL

Canadian Clut:i

Bud Lite

13.86

61.25

[

20.99

Cottage Cheese

1

52.33
A

Jack Denials
Gram

PerTLeCol

1 TS

and

21.69

Jock NNW.
Black
•

1 7S

26.99

Crown

Royal

39.99

88'
Pepsi Cola
12 Pt Cans

;"
4
01
11

$299 (Psi

Bacardi Rum

a

'ni

Best

42.63

Old Marti%
is• a

24.69

West Wood
Warehouse
Party Block
901-642-7366

Choy's Gin

14.25

10.54

Miller Light

Bud
Playing
Cards

12 pk

e

3.65
e

29.99

Busch I

58.71
.
i
10.99 [
Miller Lite
Michelob
59.12
Patio

Bud Light
Hats

Tanqueray
din

a

6.99

N

(

17.49

teagram's Gin‘
.1751. 16.59,
4.
Gordon Gin
i75 13,99.,,

64.66

Bud
Sweatshirts

Pinch Scotch

2t95

Finlandia
Vodka
in 21.99

Michelob

9.98 ,

25.71

Stollchnaya
Vodka
1 7S

Bud
Beach Towels

46.59

AOF

1 75

KEG

BUD ITEMS

Bud
Tee Shirts

27.99 d

16.55

PACES 0000 THROUGH DEC 12. 1982

C..3S Regal

Party

0..99

Prairie Farms

16 Os.

Absolute
Vodka

Bud
Sunglasses

:

j2.0. $159

Don't Drink And Drive
& Du's
It's Tun w
with "Wu t woo''Mitts

'Makers Mark

Totino's Party

28 Os.

Sour Crea

All

Smirnoff
Vodka

13.86

Golden Acre Instant

Prairie Farms

19.34

Off

12 Oz.

46 Oz.

Rice
$179

ii

20%

Party Block

'Beefeater Gm)
, 30,99J
Bombay Gin
175 30.86

a

Query° Gold
Tequila
24.68

N

'Castillo Rum

Umbrella,

13.37,

59.12, Bud &
e
Bud Steins) Bud Light
, 10.54
12 plc 6.99

Captain Maga
Rum
L, 17.77
•

1221 W. Wood St.
Paris, TN
901-642-7714
Op1/11 An. thru Sat
1:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

•

EST -;-* 1--00D
NES
& LIQUORS

Al Aloes
Are Plus Tex

.1.1111.

Donations pour in for arson survivors
CARBONDALE, III. (AP) —
Relief workers said Tuesday they
were overwhelmed with an outpouring of generosity from people wanting to help survivors of a
deliberately set fire that killed
five Southern Illinois University
students.
The large basement at Our
Savior Lutheran Church was
packed with hundreds of sweaters, coats and other donations.
"The outpouring didn't surprise me," said Rev. Robert
Gray, the church pastor and
police department chaplain.
"What did surprise me was that
we could get it all" so fast.
Four international students
died of smoke inhalation in the
Sunday morning fire. A fifth,
from Malaysia, died Monday
night after almost two days on
life-support equipment.
Police Chief Don Strom said
the fire was deliberately set. A
task force of 25 federal, state and
local investigators is searching
for the arsonist, who could face
the death penalty.
A memorial service will be
Friday at the university.
The American Red Cross,
which opened an office near the
burned-out apartment building,
gave vouchers to students allowing them to buy clothing, toiletries and food at stores of their
choice.
Beth Parker, director of the
Carbondale chapter of the Red
Cross, said $2,500 had been
donated by Tuesday but much
more was needed.
"Even though you have mountains of clothing and they can
take whatever they can use, we're
still buying them lots of stuff,"
Parker said.
In the basement of Our Savior
Lutheran, folding tables were
piled with shirts, gym shoes,
pots, shampoo, microwave popcorn and food mixes. There was
even a box of contact lens cleaner, along with stacks of cough
drops and a small, stuffed purple
dinosaur.
After a busy day Monday, no

fire victims had come to the
church by late Tuesday. But volunteers said most of the students
had found places to stay with
friends or in other apartments and
were taking stock of their
situation.
"They don't know what they
need yet," said Leah Bening,
whose husband is a congregation
member. "They haven't been
allowed back in their apartments
yet, and some of them are still in
shock."

Gray said he had received
about $4,300 in donations by late
Tuesday. He was asking for people not to donate any more
clothes but to give food, toiletries
or money instead.
The university's 3,000-member
International Student Council set
a fund-raising goal of $100,000
to cover travel expenses for relatives of the fire victims to come
to Carbondale. And a bank
account was established to accept
donations
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PHA "MOR
Phar-Mor buys only special deals in huge quantities
and passes the savings on to you.
That's Power Buying?! More Power To You!

COCA-COLA
12-Pack Cans
All Available Varieties

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.
Offitia
)
t„,,
'
A'N
el. al
1<1 A:'''

Ross Insurance
Agency

753-0489

6th & Main

HOLIDAY SAVINGS

FREE DRINTeaKdi w/Purchase of Meal
Regular Coffee)
Not Valid With Any Other Promotional Offer.

(Includes SO Drinks.

it 04

Nature's Bounty
Yogurt 82, Sandwiches

753-0575

1304B Chestnut (Next to Papa John s)
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE
Lowest Legal Cigarette Carton Prices

OPEN 24 HOURS

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING:Curing Smoking
NOIV Greatly Reduces Serious Pike to Your HeNth.

.5

Cigarette Specials, Coupons, & Gifts.
TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE White Ourinhtlea LAO
Snacks • Cold Drinks • Groceries
We have the improved 76 Super Unleaded 92 Octane.
Lotto
Food Stamps Weicome • All WO( Crecit Cards Accepted. • KY
STOP IN & SEE US!
$11 SYcarnm,

wr101

USA

Mart

$02-753-7333

RIGHT
GUAM

STORE COUPON GOOD FROM 129 rHRu 2
Right Guard rALUABLE
Aerosol
Deodorant

10 ounces. Original
or Sport Fresh

200

DEODORANT

You Pay

The All-New Dodge
Intrepid Has Arrived!

AFTER PHAR-MOR
COUPON AND 2"
MAIL-IN REBATE
, F, ft DETA

After
Phar-Mor
Coupon
Mail-In
Rebate

00

Right Guard
Aerosol
Deodorant
10 ounces, Original
or Sport Fresh
Limit one coupon per Customer
This coupon cannot be doubled and
has no cash value
Regular price $2 64
376

roa
Cost
Aber
Mao-in
Rebate
And
n
Co

PI-1/_Mc_MOR

_40

DOUBLE COUPONS
EVERY DAY

1.o

Phar-Mor Doubles Manufacturers Coupons

Valued Up To And Including
50e Every Day!

V

I

N

:
r mx
Piltsbu
grovgr",L, es
00
• z.
vow cOUP°14

This specially equipped 1993 Intrepid
(Package 22C)features:

▪MantoiaCTuREA 5 CouPON G(/O0 cROM .29 THAU 15

45'OFF :

• Dual Air Bags Standard
• 3.3-liter V6 engine

Any Pillsbury Fudge
Brownie Mix

• Four-speed automatic transaxle
• Manual air conditioning
• Front and rear floor mats
• Electronic speed control

I

Yes Liquid
Laundry
Detergent

• AM/FM cassette electronically tuned stereo radio
• Power door locks
• Power windows

Legal Mumbo J turbo- Prime plus taut title & beensa.

Ij

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Dod9e

PEPPERS
2400 East Wood Strest • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

only

ADDMONAL
RECEIVE AN
$2.00 OFF ANY
COMPETITOR'S
PRESCRIPTION COUPON

pmo

prescription coupon
Bring a
pharmacy to
from any other will fill the
Phar-Mor, and we
by
prescription as writtenS2.00 to
add
your doctor and value.
face
the coupon's pharmacy.
Details at the

al

CAPTURE THOSE
HOLIDAY MOMENTS

Want to get your
Holiday photos back
in a snap? Take
your
film to Phar-Mor for

OW.

fast quality
Processing.

Phar-Mor
features a one-day-orfree guarantee on
single and twin prints.
DAtaJs at t'le
Phar-Mor Makes It Easy
To Shop For The Holidays!
Open Mon Sat 9-it Sunday 9-8
Regular Pharmacy Hours In Effect
Check Your Yellow Pages For
The Phar-Mor Store Nearest You'

b.

Eagle

I

.IMP IMO
L.—Redeem

RD
WA
RE
0
$2.0pp"

$16,838
Ply('tour h

(19 ounce or larger)
Present MN coupon at the checAout rnM your purchase lralit one coupon Ce
tamry Redeemable only at the store or store groups indicated This coupon
may not be reproduced in any form Good only on the product shown Reale,
You are authorized to act as our agent and redeem this coupon at 26c plus 8c
handing it in accordance with our redemption poky RETAILER For payment
mad to The Pillsbury Company PO Box 1019 lAnneapo MN 55440
'992 The Pillsbury Company 13094723

I

lodge

We accept...Eas7a3In"('''9 11

'1•7;;;%',7
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Ingredients for
a Merry Christmas
S.

Jim Adams

-44014*-

Washington
State
•
Red
Delicious

Boneless-Fully Cooked
Kentuckian Whole or Half

SACO

SLI ED BACON
-

-40‘40-

-410040.-

-4004*

10th 6 Chestnut St.

FIELD HAM

56 or 88 Size

APPLES
12 Oz.
Pkg.
Bryan
Bonus Pkg.
Jim Adams

Lb.

Louis Bich Boneless

Lb. $1.69

Sausage

$3.19
Lb. $2.99
Lb. $4.49

Smokie Cocktails
Turkey Breast Qtrs.
Boneless

lennie-0 Festive

Turkey Ham

Lb.

Ribeye Roast

$1.39

Clifty Farm Whole

COUNTRY
HAM

Armour 3 Lb. Size

•

Florida

.•
S\

Gwatlney-Fully Cooked-Whole or Ball
Lb.
Boneless Ham

BROCCOLI

10 Lb.
Bag

$7.99

Canned Ham

California Bunch

ORANGES

\

Fresh Each

$1.99

Coconuts

• Lipton
_

"Idle!

Mazola

1641:Blend

Lama
STUFFED POTATOES MAZOLA OIL
Bight Blend 48 Oz. BtL

Prairie Farms 1/2 Cal.

Lipton 24 CL Box

BUTTERMILK

TEA BAGS

09 $149

99

00

IGA 2 Liter

Tropicana
Frozen II Oz.

Rosedale
22 Oz. Can

Soft
Drinks

Coconut

Peaches

•

PEPSI

VEGETABLES

Ts

LIter

Tian/ or Whole Karma
Cars-Cut lima Sa
en= Peas
Ii Os. Caa

BOILED il SuariARD

PioDUCTS
2

79'
We reserve the nett to
limitooaotItres and correct
printint errors

'van HOMETOWN P
1.

•••
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•

•
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Mrs. Sarah Josephine Norwood

Orville Jack Coleman
Orville Jack Coleman, 68,
Dexter, died Monday at 9:39 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Bonnie Coleman, preceded him in death. He
was a retired construction
worker.
Survivors include one son,
Michael Coleman, Dexter; one
stepdaughter, Judy Lemond, and
one stepson, Larry Morse, Hook -

insville; two sisters. Isabelle
Oliver and Ruby Coleman, Princeton; three brothers, Robert Coleman, Marion, John Coleman,
Murray, and R.V. Coleman,
Evansville, Ind.; eight
grandchildren.
Services will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Gilbert Funeral Home, Marion. Burial will
follow in Crayne Cemetery there.

Jason Borders
Jason Borders, 18, Rt. I. Kirksey, died Tuesday at 9:41 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His death was from injuries
sustained in an automobile accident on Poor Farm Road.
A senior at Calloway County
High School, he was a member of
Kirksey Baptist Church.
Born Nov. 26, 1974, in Murray, he was the son of Joe Don
Borders and Charlotte Allen
Carson.
Survivors include his mother

and stepfather. Charlotte and
Phillip Carson, Rt. 1, Kirksey; his
father, Joe Don Borden, Indiana;
one sister, Stefanie Marie Borders, Rt. 1, Kirksey; grandmothers, Mrs. Mary Judith Allen
and Mrs. Louise Borders, Benton;
several aunts and uncles.
Preceding him in death were
his grandfathers, William Edward
Allen and Virgil David Borders.
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Sarah Josephine Norwood, 76, Benton, died Sunday
morning at her home. She was a
member of Olive Baptist Church.
Survivors include two sisters,
Mrs. Nell Burkhart, Benton, and
Mrs. Corene Pans, Detroit,Mich.;
Iwo brothers, Langston O'Bryan,

Mrs. Bessie Mathis, 81, of Jean Owen, Paducah; three sons,
Hillview Healthcare Center, Arthur Julius Mathis, Chicago,
Vienna, Ill., died Monday morn- III., Donnie Wayne Mathis, Indiaing at Union County Hospital, na, and Onnic Reno Mathis,
Anna, Ill.
Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Ruby
She was a former resident of Stallons, Murray; three brothers,
Paducah and a member of South- Ola Ray Baker and Jamie Baker,
land Baptist Temple.
Grand Rivers, and Curtis Lee
Preceding her in death were
Baker, Alton, Ill.; 15 grandchilher husband, Arthur Mathis; one
dren; 15 great-grandchildren; two
daughter, Louella Virginia
great-great-grandchildren.
McGregor; one son, Leslie Elmo
The funeral is today at 2:30
Mathis; one brother; and her
p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey
parents, Julius and Ella Mae
Funeral Home, Paducah. The
Baker.
Rev. Topper Council is officiatSurvivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mona Muriel Mancil, ing. Burial will follow in Briensburg Cemetery.
Minooka, Ill., and Mrs. Linda

five sisters, Mrs. Addie Lee
Mathis, Mrs. Grace Williams and
Mrs. Mary Ethel Jones, Trigg
County, Mrs. Ovid Fowler, Caldwell County, and Mrs. Lucille
Griffin, Calloway County; one
brother, Jewell King, Trigg
County; eight grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Darrell
Eldridge and the Rev. Noble
Cobb are officiating. Burial will
follow in Caldwell Blue Springs
Cemetery.

Survivors include one daughter, Rhonda Lee Jones, Rt. 3,
Murray; three sons, Gary Edward
Jones and John Glen Jones and
wife, Erayna, Rt. 3, Murray, and
Roger Dale Jones, Marshall, Mo.;
one sister, Mrs. Wanda Keeling
and husband, Johnny, Benton;
three brothers, Arlet Jones and
wife, Margaret, Rt. 7, Benton,
L.A. Jones and wife, Anna Lee,
Murray, and Thomas Jones and
wife, Jean, Sharpesville, Ind.; and
daughter-in-Law Debi Jones; six
two
grandchildren;
stepgrandchildren.

William Edward Peery
Funeral rites for William
Edward Peery are today at 2 p.m.
at West Fork Baptist Church,
where he was a member. The
Rev. Lawson Williamson is offiIn vestments Since 1S5 I

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
'Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind.
DJIA Previous
Air Products------ 4734 unc
41174 • Ns
A T&
• 14
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton..--. SO% 4. 1/s
Ns
Chrysler
• 3/s
Dean
Fisher Price -----2114 • Ns
Ford Motor---------- 43 - 1/e
General Electric .......-1334 • 14
General Motors...-.--.-341/2 - 14
Goodrich.---.--.-.47% mac
Goodyear---.-.7114 use
• 114
I B
Ingersoll Rand--.-.--303/4 • 14
K•Mart..--.-.-.--.--- 26 • gs
K U Eaergy------- 2714 mac
roc
Kroger
• 14
LG&
• 14
McDonald@
J.C. Peaney..--.-.--7671. • 1
33A
Peoples First'
Quaker Oats-.—.----69sle • V.
Schering•PIough...---.61114 • 93
• Vs
nine Waraer.-----2/114 • V.
- 1
Wal-Mart------.--.541/e • 14

Nam.Lyons bs gnaw make,In Ns Nadi.

Court Squire
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3388
Addilonel
Available
Wow %oast

HI

MI Nog IL wee ta •so.see sr ire

ciating. Music is being directed
by Alvin Usrey with Brenda
Wyatt as pianist.
Pallbearers are Mitchell Nesbitt, Casey Nesbitt, Steven Taylor, Trevor Miller, Michael McIntosh and Ben Hendrick.
Burial will follow in Salem
Cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Mr. Peery, 73, of Rt. 1, Box
120, Murray, died Monday at 8
a.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Louise Manning Peery, to
whom he was married on April
17, 1944; three daughters, Mrs.
Janice Taylor and husband, Bob,
Sparta, Ill., and Mrs. Phylis Nesbiu and Mrs. Joan Turner and
husband, Donnie, Rt. 1, Murray;
eight grandchildren, Mrs. Allison
McIntosh and husband, Michael,
Jennifer Taylor, Steven Taylor,
Andrea Nesbitt, Mitchell Nesbitt,
Casey Nesbitt, Daphne Turner
and Monica Turner.

The funeral for Mrs. Mary E.
Morris was today at 11 a.m, in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Paul
Bogard officiated. Music was by
Karen Webb, soloist, and Oneida
White, organist.
Pallbearers were James W.
Clark, John E. Clark, Cullen
Webb, Tom Sigmon, Owen H.
Hale and Charles Humphreys.
Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.

4t4elkir.xtto/p45*4t4-&-**
20% OFF STOREWIDE SALE
Thurs., Dec. 10 - Sat., Dec. 12
*Christmas Pottery *Decorated Wreaths *Angels
*Peppermint Candles *Ornaments •CollecUble Santas

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1462

Downtown-Court Square

ittobvdt* AfilatiagAr APAr*
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
1992 Chevy
Ex. Cab
*52748

Mrs. Morris, 93, Murray, died
Sunday at 9:25 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Martha E. Clark, Madison
Heights, Mich.; two sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Theldra Morris Stamps,
Dunedin, Fla., and Mrs. Eva M.
Morris, Murray; one brother-inlaw, Ralph C. Morris and wife.
Mary, R1.3, Murray; four grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Imogene Roberts
Mrs. Imogene Roberts, 88, of
Dukedom, Tenn., died Tuesday.
She was a member of Knob
Creek Church of Christ.
Preceding her in death were
her first husband, Herbert
Roberts; her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Warren; one brother.
Survivors include her husband,
William A. Roberts; one brother,

Edwin Warren and wife, Charlene, Rt. 1, Murray; several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Jackson Funeral
Home, Dukedom. Nathan Legate
and James Shockley are officiating. Burial will follow in Pinnegar Cemetery there.

Burgundy & Black, 16,xxx
Power
Windows/Locks, AM/FM
Cassette.

The program is sponsored by
the Calloway County Health
Department, in cooperation with
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture.
Free to anyone in the city or

(?.

county, the rodent bait is safe to
use, with directions on the package. Beginning Wednesday, it
may be picked up at the following places:
Calloway County Health Center in Murray; Dcc's Bank at
Hazel; The Country Store at
Kirksey; Crawford's Shell at
Lynn Grove; Bob's Corner Store
at New Concord; Duncan's Grocery on Hwy. 94 East; and Almo
Heights Grocery at Almo.

'
;116
0

111
Pats

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

753-2617

WHY TAKE A CHANCE?
For 31 years we have sold the best for less
and service the rest.
Shop for your car & home stereos, VCR, CD players,
cassette players, CB scanners, plus much more.
* All Box Speakers On Special *
As Silo Says, "We will match anyone's prices."
—Installers Have 20 Years Experience-

Free rodent bait is available
Two thousand pounds of free
rodent bait has been mixed and
will be available, beginning Wednesday, through a rodent control
program for Murray and Calloway County.

SauwrLii•
52541-34.1111
114.441-38./44
1.11.1*-33.401
5/2.10-14.441

753-1916

Mrs. Mary E. Morris

Basil Lee (Red) Jones
Services for Basil Lee (Red)
Jones will be Thursday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home. The Rev. Randolph Allen
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Hoyt Cleaver Jr., Glen Cunningham, Theron
Erwin, Clyde Rowland, Michael
Dougherty and Michael
Loveridge.
Burial will follow in Stewart
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Jones, 67, Rt. I, Almo,
died Monday at 7:30 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

To report local news

Mrs. Bessie Mathis

Millard Filmore King
Millard Filmore King, 73,
Cadiz, died Monday at 11:10
p.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical
Center, Hopkinsville.
A retired farmer, he was a
member of Caldwell Blue Springs
Baptist Church. He was the son
of the late Porter Mason King
and Otis Sanders King.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Georgia Hall King; one
daughter, Mrs. Sidney Gray,
Lyon County; two sons, Millard
King Jr., Caldwell County, and
Dallas Terry King, Trigg County;

Hardin, and Louis O'Bryan, Benton; several nieces and nephews.
Funeral rites are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Johnny Phillips is officiating.
Burial will follow in Maple
Springs Cemetery.

Mow
LS 1.1 375.344 lbs.
LI 1.3 3.116-4441 lbs.
LS 1-3 4115-115 So.
LS 1.3 525 asd
LS 2.3 *SAO. Oa
1-17..14/
Sows wooly 114.4/

berbol Mow llorOc• Doc. 11, 1141
IL•44oclay Purchase 4ton Hos Marta Raper t locloair 3
114.0as Radios 1140,1044: 441- 344, ES. 2591w...
Wes 'body Sows oomily 1.4 11.100r
1014-10-41.01
LS 1.2 2311-334 lbo
1337.$11-441.44
LO 1.2 214430 1bo
544.54-44.54
125 3.3 135-114 Os.
1.19411-45.14
LA 3-4 145474 lbo

222 S. 12th St.

World
of
Sound

ALLERGY SEASON? NOW?
It's not just an outdoor problem!
DUST MITES, MOLD SPORES, MILDEW, PETS - EVEN
CHRISTMAS TREES!
The list of possible irritants goes on and on!
If you are having problems long after you thought allergy
season was over, you need to learn how to
CONTROL YOUR ENVIRONMENT
CALL

4.m

T, M.D
RICHARD H. STOU
nt at the
for a prompt appointme

ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
of WEST KENTUCKY
1400-756-5551
The Fisher Price Foundation awarded Murray-Calloway County
United Way a check for 515,000 Monday. Shown with United Way
representatives is the company's United Way committee. Pictured
(front, from left): Leah Lovett, Sandra Downey, Pam Logue,
Debbie Smith and Ray Cummings. Back, from left: John McKee,
quality control manager at Fisher-Price; John Paul, campaign
chairman; Kyrile Catlett, Kathie Gentry, executive director of the
Murray-Calloway County Need Line; Joan Lovett, West Kentucky
Regional Mental Health; and Warren Hopkins.

Hwy. 641 North, Murray, KY
DAILY POLLEN & MOLD COUNT - 1-800-756-4AIR
Vie Now Participate In The
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Kentucky Health Cate Plan

4727 We are proud to use.,47);\
40. recycled newsprint.Yjoe
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Let us cater your holiday parties!

8-Piece
Chicken

Ii
Celebrate the Holidays . . .
With Better Hearing
Let us help you hear better in time for the
holiday season. Don't miss a moment with
your loved ones this year!

SERVICIN
H4.4

30 Day
Trial Otter
300 South 8th St.
Suite 304E
502-759-4815

Regular or Hot 'N Spicy

*Open 24 Hours Christmas Day
Chicken will be available.
*Call 753-8575 or 247-1501 for all your party

99

Or FREE 2 Liter
With 12-Piece Purchase
Good thru Jan 10, 1993

needs

Special Available at Murray.; Mayfield
Happy Holidays to all our customers'

FOOD MART
Open 24 Hours

In5VV%
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Judge reduces
amount owed to
family over pill
DALLAS (AP) — A Judge has
reduced by S700,000 the amount
of damages Upjohn Co. must pay
a family who claim the sleeping
pill Hakim caused a man to
commit murder.
On Nov. 12, a Dallas County
jury recommended that the
Kalamazoo-based company pay
the family of William Freeman. a
former assistant police chief of
Fort Stockton, approximately
S1.8 million. Freeman's family
said HaIcioin changed his personality and led him to commit a
1987 murder.
On Monday, state District
Judge John Marshall reduced the
award, saying he couldn't find
evidence of a "loss of support"
the family suffered because of
Freeman's life prison sentence.
Richard Josephson, an attorney
representing Upjohn. said Freeman's attorney now must submit
a recalculated award that reflects
Marshall's order. After that is
complete, he said he'll move for
a new trial.
A preliminary assessment of
the Judge's order indicates the
family would now receive
S900000, plus S200.000
expected in additional damages

.110.01,

Red Cross 7 oz. Box

Spaghetti

lure Great Northern
or Pinto Beans

Buy One, Get One

Coke, Diet Coke,
Mello Yello

Coke, Diet Coke,
S rite

Sentence shorter
than normal due
to age of the gun
WEST PA,LM BEACH, Fla
(APi — A man has been sentenced to nine years in pnson for
killing a tourist, a shorter sentence than he would have
received had he used a newer
gun
Peter David. 27, showed no
emotion as Palm Beach County
Circuit Judge Thomas E. Sholts
issued the sentence for his manslaughter conviction in the 1991
shooting death of Gus Arkouli,
22, of Chicago.
Because the pistol was made
before 1919, it is considered an
antique. not a firearm, under stale
law. Had David used a newer
gun. he could have gotten 17
years.
Antique guns or replicas of
antiques cannot be defined as
firearms unless used in the commission of a riot, murder, robbery, sexual battery. kidnapping,
air piracy, aggravated battery.
aggravated assault or burglary.
"1 would respectfully suggest
that it may be time for the Legislature to reconsider this matter
the judge said.

Hunter charged
in fatal shooting
death ofjogger
BANTAM, Conn tAP) — A
hunter charged in the fatal shooting of a jogger has told investigators he saw a deer and fired at it,
his arrest warrant states.
Robert W. Cook pleaded innocent Monday to second-degree
manslaughter with a firearm in
the shooting of Kevin Elliott, 33,
of Plymouth.
"Mr. Cook shot at a deer that
was somewhere between the road
and Mr. Elliott," said his attorney, Zbigniew Rozbicki.
"He's been absolutely deva,
tated by the whole thing."
Elliott was shot in the neck
Nov. I I while jogging near a
reservoir.
Cook, 42, didn't realize he had
shot someone until he walked
over and saw Elliott on the road,
the warrant said.
To be convicted of seconddegree manslaughter, the state
must prove that Cook acted recklessly. Cook fired his gun toward
a roadway, a violation of state
hunting violations, police said.
41:4

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those whoArthat/wheria Questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job lo help you
got over the hurdles of being a
newcomer
By bringing you some umoul
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. CaN.

viola
kal/WV"

Ouderil 71113-110711
'L''4

SUS

Limit 6
Please

2 Liter
Bottle

For

TthLY

11- -

12 Pk.
12 Oz. Can
Limit 6
12 Pk. Please

Cottonelle

Bathroom Tissue

Tomato Sauce

4 Ron
Pkg,

Smoked Picnic

V
1 011r,
41
/
'41
U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless

Round
Steak
Washington State
Red or Golden Del,

U.S.D.A. Choice

1-Bone
Steak

Apples
U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless

Rump
Roast

U.S.D.A.
Choice Whole

Sirloin

14
Lb.
Sliced Free
12 to 14 Lb. Ave.

100 Gallons
of
Shell Gas
From Ky. Lake Oil

10 Gift
Certificates
For '25
Groceries

Draw For A 3 Minute

Shopping
Spree
All Prizes Given Away Dec. 16
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To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916
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SECTION B
Upbeat mood expected at convention
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
good year for crops should grow
into a positive mood at the Kentucky Farm Bureau's 73rd annual
convention, organization President William Sprague said.
More than 870 delegates are
expected for the meeting, Thursday through Saturday in Louisville. The delegates, representing
the farm bureau's 340,859 members in Kentucky, will set the
Farm Bureau's 1993 policy.
"I think most farmers arc very
upbeat coming into this year's
convention," said Kentucky
Farm Bureau President William
Sprague. "We're coming off a
good year for the grain farmers
and we also have a good tobacco
crop, so the mood is positive."
Some of the issues that will be
discussed at this year's meeting
include statewide leasing of burley quotas across county lines.
Burley quotas, or the amount of
burley the federal government
allows each quota owner to grow,
are tightly controlled.
Currently only burley quotas in
Tennessee can be transferred
across county lines. In Kentucky,
burley quotas can be leased, but
the burley must be grown within
the county the quota was issued.
Supporters of cross-county
leasing say it would increase production and put the quotas in the
hands of farmers who want to
grow burley. Any change in the
system would be subject to
approval by Congress and the
growers.
"In addition to the crosscounty leasing, I expect that there
will also be quite a bit of discussion about the rise in imported
tobacco and how that's affecting
burley growers here," Sprague
said.
Other issues expected to be
discussed include health-care
reform, private property rights,
Kentucky groundwater policy,
state and national tax policies,
trade issues and term limits for
members of Congress and the
state legislature.
Gov. Brercton Jones is sche-

p
•41,6

duled to address the group at Friday's luncheon, where awards
will be presented to the state's
top county Farm Bureau women's
programs.
Other highlights of this year's
convention will include a trade
show Thursday and Friday hosted
by representatives of nearly 30
farm commodity groups, agricultural associations and farm -

SAVE

PAGE 1B

Regular $299.95

$100.00

equipment dealers.
At Saturday's business session,
delegates will elect a president.
Also, 14 of the group's 27 directors are up for election.
Sprague, who defeated longtime Kentucky Farm Bureau leader Ray Mackey for the president's job last year, is not
expected to have any challengers
for the post this year.

U.S.
CALENDAR MEN
at the

DOLL HOUSE
One Nite Only Dec. 9, 7 p.m. to 10 p.111.
Wednesday Night is Ladles !Me
Admission - $10 Per Person
13Y0/3
Phone 642-4297 *
* Hwy. 79 E., Paris, Tenn.

Swivel Rocker
With A Good
Selection of
Fabrics & Colors

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE

7 1.44,604E0$
,

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

LOOK!
CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS

Hardwood Frames
5 inch
Deluxe Cushion
Coil Spring Seats
Fully Lined Skirts
IT'S A SUPREME
BY
BEST CHAIRS INC.

Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

Thurman's
FURNITURE
Murray

208 Main St.

753-4834

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

tH_L_
etH tH-L- USE

\,

FRIDAY, DEC. 11 AND SATURDAY, DEC. 12
11 a.m. to 6 p.m. at

,

1
:11

Pigglif wiggly
- Murray U.S. 641 S.

IRE STORM
ROUGHOUT THElyENT
FREE SAMPLES THfor
Wiggly and
shopping at Pigg
"We thank you
appreciate the patronage of the community."

r
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Mystery surrounds woman who died in 1920s
5
3.14-,i95 9,995

1992 Dodge Daytona

Auto, AJC, AM/FM Cassette, Door Locks, 13.000
Mlles, 1-Owner.

1991 Plymouth Acclaim

$8;991 7,995

Auto., kC,AM/FM, P.S., P.B., Tilt Cruise
Transferrable Warranty.

.$14/5 '5,995

1991 Dodge Colt GL
Au:: AC, AUFM

uk9eJ5 8,995

1991 Mazda MX-6

5 Soeed. AM/FM Cassette, Clear - Cier Car. Lxai
Trace

$ui;95 '8,995

1991 Dodge 0150

V-8 AAC AM FM. PS PS. Lsal 1-Owner

s&Gis5 6,995

1991 Nissan Pickup
5 Speed, A C

1991 Pontiac Grand Am SC4S5 57,995
4 Door, Auto., AC,AM FM,21.300 Mlies. Lodz lower.

OWENSBORO. Ky. (AP) —
Stan Lemaster thinks Beulah May
Sheriffs family may have left her
Last name off her tombstone to try
to avoid any more attention like
she received during her 1920s
murder trial.
Lemaster, of Louisville, spent
20 years unraveling the mystery.
The woman's tombstone in the
cemetery behind Mount Pleasant
Cumberland Presbytenan Church
on Kentucky 81 reveals the grave
is that of the daughter "of 1.R.
and M. Sheriff."
But Lemaster theoriies the
Sheriffs put an incorrect date of
death on the stone and omitted
Beulah's last name on purpose,
"in case somebody was trying to
track down her story."
The Moseleyville native captured national attention in the
Roaring '20s when she shot and
killed one of her co-workers.
Lemaster, the past president of
the Daviess County Historical
Society, became intrigued by the
story of the tombstone of the
woman with no last name after he
moved to Owensboro in the early
1950s.
'Several people mentioned it,
but very few people had worthwhile details," he said.
Beulah Sheriff wa! born Nov.
18, 1899, the daughter of Mary
and John Sheriff, "one of the
most prominent farmers of the

county," according to the
Owensboro Inquirer. She marnecl
an Owensboro man, Perry Stephens Sr.
According to one article written after the shooting, Beulah's
mother, by then divorced and
remarried and living in Chicago,
told reporters her daughter was
15 v. hen she "rode in mad-cap
fashion into town," met the
17-year-old Stephens, who worked at a print shop, and eloped
with him, only to divorce two
years later.
After that, Beulah married Al
Annan. an auto mechanic, and the
pair ended up in Chicago, leaving
behind the baby Beulah had with
Stephens. Beulah worked at a
laundry.
On April 3, 1924, one of her
male CO-V/Ofters, Harry Kalstedt.
Kolstedt or Kohlstedt — as it was
variously spelled in newspaper
accounts — died at her apartment. Beulah confessed to the
murder.
A day after she was arrested,
she pleaded innocent, however,
and her attorney said she had
made her confession under the
influence of alcohol.
Beulah became an overnight
celebrity. While she waited in jail
for her day in court, the pretty
redhead received candy, letters
and even marriage proposals.
In the days that followed,

Wig s6,995

1990 Dodge Dynasty

ing undcr an assumed name, in
1928.
After Beulah faded into
obscurity, Watkins enrolled in a
playwriting course and wrote
"Chicago," the talc of a showgirl murderess. It opened in New
York in 1926 and was made into
a silent film in 1927, according to
Lemaster. In 1942, it was revived
as "Roue Hart," starring Ginger
Rogers and Adolph Mcnjou.
When Lemaster presented a
paper on Beulah Sheriff at a local
historical society meeting, he said
"a very elderly woman hobbled
forward" and whispered to him,
"Beulah didn't have a chance."
"That's the only truly firsthand information 1 ever got," he
said.
Through an advertisement,
Lemaster met Bculah's son, Perry
Stephens Jr., who happened to be
one of his co-workers at General
Electric.
Stephens, now 76, said he
doesn't remember his mother. He
was raised by his paternal grandparents, who told him nothing
about his mother. "She was never mentioned in my presence."
His father, Stephens said, continued to buy up and destroy
every copy of newspapers or
magazines that happened to mention Beulah Sheriff. His only
theory is his father still carried a
torch for the woman, Stephens
said.

I Wrap It Up Early & save

AC,AM,FM. A‘r Bag, Windows. Locks

V.

accounts of what really happened
at the Annans' apartment ranged
from a jealous Beulah playing a
Hawaiian foxtrot on her Victrola
after shooting the/ lover who
jilted her, to a helpless, frail
woman defending herself from a
drunken brute.
On the last day of the trial.
Beulah testified, "I killed Harry
Kalstedt because he tried to
attack me and threatened to kill
me when I refused to accede to
his demands. 1 shot him in selfdefense. I killed him to save my
honor and my life."
On May 9, Beulah announced
she was pregnant. "Will a jury
give death — will a jury- send to
prison — a mother-to-be'"' wrote
Maurine Dallas Watkins, a young
Chicago Tribune reporter
assigned to the trial.
On May 25, after less than two
hours of deliberation, the jury
found Beulah innocent.
The next day, the Annans
moved, and in July they divorced.
Beulah never had the baby she
said she was carrying in jail.
Lemaster said the pregnancy was
a fabrication of her lawyer.
In 1927, she married a young
publicist but divorced him five
months later. Although her
tombstone says she died in 1927,
Lemaster thinks that's incorrect.
His research shows her dying in a
sanatorium, where she was stay-

1990 LeBaron Convertible 1141995 '9,995
, AM FM. Cassette. W ^cows, P.S P .
V-6,
Local Trade.

1990 Dakota Sport 4X4 V.U435. 9,450
V-6. 5 Sbeed. AC. Whees. Ac. oar. Bucket Seats.
Lxai 4-0wrer

Sr5 '5,995

1990 Chevrolet Lumina
A.C. AM FM.7. Cr. se

s&9s5 '7,450

1989 Mazda 626
A..t: AC

C,ea-

1 10,995
1989 Jeep Cherokee Laredo VIFJ-6
-cca A.:: AC V• -c:ws Locirs 7 •
Cassette

1989 Dodge Daytona

56,450
.
S7-9cfr

5 Seec. AC. AMR!. P.S.. P.E

1989 Plymouth Voyager S8-,991 7,450
AL:: A..
Owner.

1989 Mercury Sable

Windows. Locks. Loca •

5
17;996 5,995

V-6, Auto.. AC. Windows. Locks,1•1!:-Cr., se

Department

Auto.. AC, AM.FM Cassette. Local 1-0w-ie•

Take An Additional

1989 Chevrolet Caprice $90 s8,450
Caprice Classic, V-8, Auto., A/C, 30.000 Miles,
Clear.

1989 Dodge Dynasty

Ii81915 6,995

1,'-€ Auto AC. WIndows, Lams. Sive'

1989 Dodge Dynasty

$80 s6,995

V-6, Auto., A/C, Windows, Locks, Burgundy.

1988 Jeep Cherokee

$6;ticA '5,450

6 Cyl., Auto., A/C, AMFM. Loca Car
g 1
(

Famous Name

Dress

5
1989 Honda Civic Wagon PO 5,995

1988 Pontiac Bonneville .$8;415 '5,995
Windows. Locks. Cassette. Power Seats. Wneeis

1988 Ford LTD

$8156 s7,450

V-8, Auto., A/C, Cassette, Windows, Locks.

1988 LeBaron GTS

25% To
50% Off
Beautiful assortment of
Winter & Holiday Dresses!
Choose career,casual or
dressy styles in Junior,
Misses,Ilalfsizes &
Petites.

Aviator
Leather Bomber
Jackets

Coordinates &
2-Piece Dressing
Take An Additional

25% To
50% Off
Alfred Dunner & Cricket
Lane coordinates & 2piece dressing in jackets,
blazers,shells, blouses,
pants & skirts.

89.00
Whatever the weather,
this lovely selection
is perfect! Several
colors to choosefrom
in S.M.L.

Reg. 149.99
Authentic brown leather
Bomber Jacketsfrom
Izzi & G-111. SML.

* Wrap It Up Early Specials * Wrap It Up Early Specials * Wrap It Up Early Speciab
Fashion Jogging Suits .

(Assorted styles & colors. sJsIi..1

Take An Additional

Take An Additional

25% Off

25% Off

WESTERN &
CHAMBRAY SHIRTS

COSTUME JEWELRY

Our Reg.Low Prices:
1299 To 29.99

19.99
ON

PO '4,995

FASHI
WATCHES

Auto., A/C, Tilt-Cruise, AM/FM, Clean

Great sekction ofstyks.
I Year guarantee.
Our Reg.
Low Puce 40.00

(fig

EARRINGS,BRACELETS,
NECKLACES & MORE.
OUR REG.LOW PRICE:
3.0010 12.00

Take An Additional

25% Off
NOVELTY &
HOLIDAY SWEATERS
OUR REG. LOW PRICES:
19.99 TO 49.99

Central Shopping Center- Murray

Reg.69.99

35.99

Take An Additional

Take An Additional

25% To
50% Off

20% Off
GIFT IDEAS

Nationally. athertised goy‘ns.
robes, teddies & more!

ORGANIZERS, WALLETS,
CHANGE PURSES,
ADDRESS ROOKS & MORE.
R REG. LOW PRICE:
2.0010 .

Take An Additional

Take An Additional

LINGERIE,

25% To
40% Off
HANDBAGS &
EVENING BAGS
Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

25% Off
BETTER PANTIES
Hipsters, bikinis & briefs.

Our Reg. Low Price 3.50

753-7991
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Mother of large family
can handle holidays
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EXAMINATION

NO'OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press WSW/

LORETTO, Ky. — Agnes Callista Bradshaw has no problem
buying gifts for Ch.'istmas
although she has 15 children, 56
grandchildren and 68 greatgrandchildren.
They draw names.
But despite the name drawing,
the lineage insists on showering
the Marion County matriarch
with gifts.
During one recent Christmas,
her ten girls and five boys surprised her.
"They asked me two years ago
what I wanted, and I told them a
car or a refrigerator to bluff
them," she said in an interview
at her Loretto home Friday.
With the house filled with
offspring and Mrs. Bradshaw's
attention diverted, a new refrigerator was wheeled through the
back door into the kitchen. In
return, Mrs. Bradshaw said she
gives her children the greatest
gift — "all my love."
There are so many members of
the family, they usually rent the
local Knights of Columbus Hall
or a school auditorium for special
occasions. This year a small
gathering of the 15 children and
their spouses is planned at Mrs.
Bradshaw's home.
Although the numbers in the
Bradshaw lineage are already
staggering, they are still growing
at a rapid pace. Five more greatgrandchildren are due.
Mrs. Bradshaw, 83, of Raywick met her future husband,
Kelly Bradshaw of Bradfordsville, at a Lebanon talent show. Kelly was a clogger, and so was his
brother, Buford, who stole the
show with wooden shoes, she
said.
Her sister, Aileen, who recently died, dated and later married
Buford Bradshaw.
Kelly Bradshaw was a share
cropper much of his life but also
"had a few public jobs and worked for General Electric in Louisville for 16 years," his widow
said.
When she was a child, Mrs.
Bradshaw said there was no
electricity or running water but
that didn't dampen the family's
Christmas spirit.
A wild cedar tree was brought
in from the woods, and a special
mixture was used to decorate it .
"We made snow from soap
and egg whites mixed up and
spread it on the limbs of the
tree," she said. Other homemade
decorations were also used, such
as various types of garlands.
Her parents always made sure
Santa Claus visited, and she car-

ried on that tradition with her
children, Mrs. Bradshaw said.
"There was always fresh fruit
from the family orchard to help
stuff the stockings along with
candy sticks, and we got presents,
too," she added. Her ninth
daughter, Callista Faye Wilson of
Louisville, said the tradition was
continued as she was growing up.
"We always got a doll or
something special," Mrs. Wilson
said.
Mrs. Bradshaw's head is filled
with the dates of birthdays and
anniversaries, and she never gets
them mixed up, although she
sometimes has to ponder a few
seconds.
"1 don't try to keep up with
the great-grandchildren's birthdays," she said, although she
remembers all 56 birthdays of the
grandchiJdren.
Her firstborn, Verna, who married Ambrose Caldwell, just
turned 64. Mrs. Bradshaw's
youngest child, Judy Kay Bland,
is 40. Both live in Marion
County.
Large families were the rule
for Kelly and Callista, as she prefers to be called. She came from
a family of six girls and three
boys, and her future husband was
one of nine boys in a family of
13 children.
"As I said when my husband
passed away, 'We were rich, but
we didn't have any money,"
Mrs. Bradshaw said.
Mrs. Bradshaw's children also
believe in having large families.
Her son, Kelly Bradshaw Jr. and
his wife, Dorothy, have nine as
do a daughter, Norita, and her
husband, Henry Thompson.
Mrs. Bradshaw anxiously
awaits a great, great-grandchild,
hut that will depend on when the
most likely father gets marriqi.J.
"He's 25, and my oldest greatgrandson and I told him I refuse
to die until he gets me a great,
great-grandchild."

Subscribe!

You May have one of these 16

DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1 Low Back Pain
2 Headaches
43 ArthritisShoulder Pain

I

5
6
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results

Dr. Dennis L. Hoskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
It you want more care and treatment
we do all the paperwork

FREE.
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POL/CY PROTECTS YOu *THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONS48LE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVCES. EXAMINATiON OR TREATMENT yoliCr-4 IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT Of AO WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT -

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!
I

$30
VALUE

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
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CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU

759-1116
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QUINCY SOYBEAN
is here to sta.N

We are proud to announce that Quincy
Soybean of Arkansas now owns the Murray
facility.
We are committed to treating everyone
fairly and equally.

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•DailyrSt Weekly Rentals
'Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

9 Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11 Pain Down Legs
12 Muscle Spasms

Gary Williams, Manager
Beth Shaeffer, Secretary
Jimmy Hill, Outside Supervisor

Your check list for maximizing your grain value:
2'Aggressive bids
LSI/ Efficient unloading service
Cii/ Flexible marketing alternatives
- forward contracting
- deferred pricing
- open storage
- basis contracts
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We invite you to visit our facility and chat
with us on Thursday, Dec. 17th.

r

An Aspen
tradition of hospitality awaits you on
yourfirst sip.... Great with Cider, Tea,
Wine or Brandy...

*Refreshments Served

*Door Prizes

0111A/CV

COMPANY
of Arkansas

Paducah's Most Interesting Store

The Party Mart
Hannan Plaza
b09 Lone Oak Rd.
OPEN 8 A.M.-10 P.M., FRI. & SAT TILL11 P.M.

(Plunizezvtd. ol,Quatar doyee,442, PItac76A,
Murray Elevator — Old Concord Road

(502.) 753-3404
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Massive
3 Pc. Contemporary

Living Room

Chaise Recliner
For

Full Size Recliner

2 $199
For

RECLINER SALE
BUY ONE RECLINER AT
OUR-REGULAR PRICE AND
GET ANOTHER ONE OF
EQUAL VALUE OR LESS...
ABSOLUTELY FREE.

$599

Chaise Recliner
1199
For $

TWO RECLINERS
ONE LOW PRICE
Franklin Recliner
For

$349

Button-Tufted
Recliner
For

$399

Leather Recliner

FRANKLIN STRATOLOUNGER
BASSETT AND MANY MORE
899
For 8

Rocker
Recliner

F'499

NO PAYMENTS NO INTERES
Computer Center
Includes Desk.
Hutch, Printer.
Stand and Easel

Queen Anne

Back
Chairs

Wing

Your

Buy Oa,
Oat Oas Fos

Sale Hours
Monday-Saturday
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Traditional

Queen Anne
Choice
Table & 4 Chairs
or
Beautiful Cherry Hutch

Easy Terms

WOODC5AAFTEIS
GALLERIES

•Bank Cards
•90 Days Same
As Cash
•Up To 36 Months
To Pay

,
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.
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Classified
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
.Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
A:NNW.

010
020
026
030
040
050

EMPLOYMENT

Situaoon Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

Public Sale

540

For Trade

560

Free Column

570

Wanted

Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

KFC would like to
let you know about
our catering service. If you're having a special dinner
or party we would
be happy to cater or
deliver your order.
We also have meat,
vegetables & fruit
trays avaiisa)10,4

KFC
Murray &
Mayfield, Ky.
753-7 101

SCOTTS
TREES
Variety of trees
sizes up to 15'.
snow
Custom
tlockIng, wreath
makIng.

Behind Dixieland
Shopping Center
1111111111111.11,— ""'"0841,1111tat;

vian.J

Rent-A-Car

025

6th & Maple

NOW OPEN
II .1.111. -2 p.m.

Elizabeth
Shae
is a "teenager"
today.

Happy
Birthday
We love you!

Mobile Horne. For Sale
For Sale Or Lease

Business Rental•

420

Horne Loans

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

LOST !Mack Lab, female, 9
months old wearing green
collar, Kirksey area Call
489 2136 after 5pm
Reward
LOST ring in or near Shoney's Restaurant, Sunday
Nov 29th Call 7535.314
Reward
060
Hs
wanted
ACCOUNTS Manager
Trainee, self starter
professional Sales and de
livery included Apply in
person Colortyme, 408 N
12th, Murray

BALES 113-TECH
If you are a good self.
starter, and can organize
your goals effectively,
theri this position may be
just the one for you.
Forward your resume today for consideration to:
TRIGG CONTROL
INC.
The Danville Building
12700 Shelbyville Road
Louisville, KY
40243-1576

You used to be
little brother
In our lives'
earlier scenes;
But now you're
simply younger
At this last
stop in your
teens.
Happy 19th

Full-time Classified Ad Clerk/Receptionist.
Must have computer knowledge, good typing
and proofreading skills. Must work well with
the public. Apply by sending resume to PO Box
1040-A, Murray, KY 42071

No phone calls please.
Temporary typesetting position open. Must
have experience using adwriter or pagemaker.
Send resume to PO Box 1040-B, Murray, KY
42071

The Murray Ledger & Times

411010Ducklinti

Murray-Calloway County Hospital a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following lob openings

nast to

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So 12th
Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rotes in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly RdiP

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Salo
140

Sep
Wonted

Waal
To Buy

HEALTH Aids Vending
route Big profits Call
American Defender, 24 hrs
1 800 727 3055

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary Will coon
Up to 1800 wkly Call
219 769-6649,eirt 1+239,
9am to 9pm 7 days
MIG welders needed immediate openings temporary help
1st shift
Sam-2 30pm Second shift
3pm 11 30pm Vegan Met
an, Sedalia 328-8980

090
Position
Wonted

Equal OppottunIlY
Employer

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kent o( ky 42071

PUNCH 75 car amp and
Alpine subwooters $.300
obo 753-7239 ask for
Brian

ins
Haas
Forakkings

$17,000 GETS YOU COUCH, blue and cream,
TURN-KEY Automotive $75 759-1958 after 3pm
distributor route Billing achide a bed, $50
counts $60,000 Estab- GOLD
lished 6 years Illness for- Brown Naugahyde vibrat759-1054
ces sale Truck and inven- ing recliner, $30
tory included
Call KING size waterbed ire
417-532-5133
accessories, $150 Call al
BREAKTIME Billiards lo- ter 5pm 753-9697
cated in Dixieland Shop- KING size waterbed 6
ping Center. Murray KY drawers, tinted mirrored
Serious inquiries only
headboard, 3 second mat
759-9303, business hours, tress. $150 435 4035 after
open lpm daily or 5pm
442 2900 LuAnn Edwards.
owner

Computers

MURRAY
CALLOWky
COUNTY
IrlOSPITAL

ORION and Rockford Fosgate amps , Cousbc eq ,
Orion speakers 753-4666

DEGREED Accountant ROCKING horses, all
seeks permanent full time sizes In time for Christmas
position, 15. years experi- 753-6249
ence in Git. AR, A/P and SEARS energy sever alc
P/IR Call 489-2877 or write 18,000 BTU Maple dining
Accountant, Route 1 Box table and 4 chars All like
284. Murray KY 42071
new 759-1085
SEWING lobs wanted in- WORLD Book special for
cluding formal wear Christmas, 1150 off Call
753 1061
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Certification as a Medical Technologist by the
A.S C P or equivalent Three to five years
experience in a clinical lab is required Supervisory experience is preferred

For details contact:
Personnel Dept
(302)732-1I1141

USED and antique furniture glass, tools, quits
471 2262, 901-642-6290

WANTED barmaids, wait- 80GARD trucking and exresses, dancers, $500 plus cavating, Inc We haul top
weekly Doll House Cafe, soil gravel, fill dirt, white
Paris, TN 642-4297, rock, rip rap 759-1828
6pm-2am
DELICIOUS SWEET POWENDY s is now hiring for TATOES' Just Set/bushel
all shifts Day and night Order early for holidays
Apply at Wendy s, Murray, 759-4989
daily between 2pm-4pm
ENCYCLOPEDIA AmerAsk for a manager
icana Extremely competeWE'VE got a 'state of the two For more information
art product that's in great call 753-7587 after 200
demand To earn higher
FRED'S Home Crafter
than normal income, pan
Woodwork on sale Disour sales staff Call
played at University Tire,
753-9999 for appointment
1406 Main St Ph
753 4994, 759-4675 Items
070
made to order
Domestic
LET us make your clothes,
Ctakkare
alter and repair Uniforms
ABSOLUTELY Clean' Ex
and sportswear, rentals,
perienced dependable gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
cleaning service Home or See and Sew, Country
office References Call Square, 1608 N. 121, MurKimberly White 436 2569
ray 753-6981

BUSINESS Loans, all
types. Call Mon Fri
8 00 am 3 30pm
502-545-3616

Excellent benefits and compensation package

OLD gas, oil and coca cola
signs Pedal cars and tractors Old stone tugs with
advertisements on them
Ask for Larry at 753-3633

COMPUTERS Sales &
Service free set up & train
ing home/office Hawkins
Research. 753 7001
NEW IBM Compatible
Color Printer 1195
753.7001
hip
Want

Ts .4
ANTIQUES by toe piece or
collections Cal 753 9433
after 5pm

NEWS BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
coon Used Furniture, Appliances. arid Mac hems
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

Sserir,
ibehiwps
DUE to death (Monona
model 740E sewing machins mounted in a 3001
osk cabinet with electric lift
This is a new, never used.
$1390 comlenetion with full
warranty on each unit For a
reasonable offer and a
wonderful Christmas
purchase, please call
753-3764 evenings

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first Insertion oftheir ads for any error,
The Murray Ledger & INmes will be
responsible for only one inconect insertion_ Any error should be reported
immediately so oorrections can be
mad.
blERCH \I /1-.1
........ Computers
120 . —...
130
For Sale Or Trade
Want To My
140
150 ....................Article. For Sale
155
Horn. Furnishings
160
-Antiques
165
170.
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sewing Machines
198 .....
Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240 ........—.-..- ....... Miscellaneous
260
TV. Si Radio
380 ................. Pets Si Supplies

Display Ads
$5.00 Column Loch
Display Ads
40% DIseauni 2nd Ran.
60% Diacount 3rd Ran.
(All 3 Ads Rua Run Within 6 Day ?gnat )
SI 75 per column loch ears far Tuesday(Shoe
ping Gimlet

Reader Ads:
25t per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 54 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Thes. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

320

270

200

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Apartments
For Rent

CUMMINGS Meter Pores
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

2/3FI duplex on Story Ave.
dead end street Appliances furnished central
h/a, no pets Lease and
deposit required
753-7185

kook
Nome. For Root

2BR duplex Southwood
Or, central ha void hook
up. deposit and lease required 753 6280 after
5pm

Spas
Efluklessl
HAND made knives
753-2498
210
Reviewed

DUCK or geese decoys
753-8766

NOW hiring all shifts, part
arid full time positions avail- WOULD like to buy horse
able. Apply in person. trader or small stock trailer
McDonalds, 107 N 12th, (used) 753-0616
Murray.
150
PARK Rangers Game
Articles
wardens, security, mainteFor Saki
nance etc No exp necessary.For into call 2 LARGE office desks with
219 769 6649 ext 7159 credenzas to match 1 high
back office chair on rollers
8arn 13pm 7 days
1988 Panasonic FP-1530
START Immediately' Earn Genesis color on color coup to $75/hr for home as- pier Utility topper and tool
sembly or we'll pay you box for full size pick-up
$178 Easy work Excellent truck 753-1970
pay/benefits Full/part time
No exp required Call ASHLEY wood furnace
Log splitter. Small air com1-800-435-9705 Ext
pressor 753-6156
187-2

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF LABORATORY
SERVICES: Has 24-hour responsibility and accountability for the management of the Hematology and Phlebotomy areas of the Lab. Assists
with the direction and supervision of the laboratory on a daiy basis. Accountable for documentsban necessary for JCAHO ccompbance.

CALTMEZE111
tor etioi

Lots For Sale

Oppertsok

MRS Theresa, Reader and
Advisor A tue born psychic gifted from God Special $500 502 554 7904

Americas Second Car

440

WILL stay nights with el
derly Call 753 4590 after
5pm

No phone calls please.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

..... Rooms For Rent

Holp
Wanted

Personals
CHRISTIAN Dating &
Friendship Service For
tree information packet call
1800-829-3283

Lake Property

Apartments For Rent

060

MOSS•Heltsley and
Frankel Tobacco Floor,
Hopkinsville, KY 2nd and
Virginia St We have room
to sell your tobacco before
Christmas Ernest Lawrence, Floor Manager,
502 885-3090

515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

Temptations
tau rant

270

Ward Elkins
753-1713

TRANSFER home movies
to video tape Only 76 per
foot Makes a great gitt Call
Donna Darnell at Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

REAL 1 ••••I SUE

365

XXXX10000000000DC
DOLL HOUSE
X
CAM
X
X
Exotic Dancers
AN Ohio Oil Co otters high x
X
Rory. 71 East Pula, Tina
income, plus cash bonuses benefits to mature X Mon.-SW. 6 p.m-2 ant A
X
901-642-4297
person in Murray area Re X
..s
gardless of experience, XXXXXX:1000000000(
She's still as cute as
*Tee ML Read, Alubco,
Box 426 Dayton Ohio
she can be,
DRIVERS 'Min age 22 '1
45401
Just go by Cook's &
you will see.
BABYSITTER needed to year OTR exp 'Spousal
Happy Birthday
care for three year old boy riding program 'Good pay
in home and perform light and benefits with CDL 'Up
51s
housecleaning Refer- to 27c/mile McClendon
ences required For addi Trucking 1 800 633 7233
Micrins t.
bonal information call
436 2848
EMPLOYMENT opportuniRepair DO you need a JOB or do ties are now available for
BR %NUS
you need help in making individuals with disabilities
positive advances for the or special eduabon high
future
,We have 22 JOB school graduates through
•
OPENINGS for people be- the JTPA program Anyone
tween the sees of 16-22 who is interested in toe
•s
years, if you are not in program may call 759-1965
ANNUAL Christmas Sale at
school Call 753-9378 five for an appointment
Paris Landing Country
days a week between
Store 20% off all sales over
8 00am-3 00Pm We 810 an ENERGETIC caring LPN
$1000 entire month of DeEOE This protect is funded needed for 2pm-10pm shift
cember Open 8am until
by the Western Kentucky at Britthaven of Benton
dark every day Hwy 121, Private Industry Council- Apply between 8am 4pm.
lust before Hwy 79 Look for JTPA
Mon -Fri
helicopter

RENT A Jolly Santa Claus,
years of experience Beautiful suit and accessories
Available for parses or individuals 437 4373 after
5Pm

ItEN I-11.

Homes For Rent

485 ..—
Auto Parts
490 ..... ...............--....Ussd Cars 330
495
Vans
500
Used Trucks 340
510
Campers
520
Boats Si Motors 360

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open all yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues
474-8119,
1 800-649-31304
Gaery,
(leery,
quite contrary;
How dues your tobacco grow.
We know we're
late, cause on Dec.8
You turned 50 y rs.
old.
From all your
friends
(Both of us)

\I

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rant

I RANSPOR I A I ION
Motorcycles 320

Law
And Found

Notice

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST

470

050

Notice

280

I

310

410

0211

Ili \I

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
'Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

300

MISCELLANEOUS

Help Wanted
060
070 ...........Doniesede & Childcare

020

120
230
250
290
530

ADJUSTMENT'S

AN AD CALL

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
SERVI1

190 ................. Farm Equipment
370
Livestock & Supplies
390
Poultry Si Supplies
Produce
400
Feed & Seed
550

PLACE

753-1916

p.m
a.m.
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m.

ARNIERN N1AltliE I

••• I

Legal ?Jobe',
Notice
.........................Personal.
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Loot & Found

090
100

I(
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A 1-A FIREWOOD, seasoned oak, $30 rock delivered, $25 rick pick-up
492-8254
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD 436-5598
WOOD for sale, $30/rick,
seasoned oak 474-8086
220

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
TRAILER for rent, 2br,
stove, refrigerator, washer
and dryer, on private lot
Hwy 80 East of Hardin,
$200 plus depsoit
502-354 8880

Yeskal

285

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 753-9603
UPRIGHT piano with mirror, $200 753-5995
2411
liscslanoouo
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers U.S and foreign
coins at Hoboes Coin and
Card Shop, 102 North 51h
Street, in Murray Our
coins, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Stamps and stamp supplies we featured along
With our coins and coin
supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center in Murray). We appraise
estates and we active buyers of coins and stamps
Call 502-753-4161
250
&maws
Unless
KEN TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn specie
lizing in criminal civil
domestic and insurance in
vesbgations 14 years law
enforcement experience
502-436-6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee

Nome Lots For Rea
MOBILE Home Village
available now $75/mo includes water Coleman RE,
753-9898
•

106
Wilms
Rsnuis

4 CAR dean-up shop of
fice paved lot, air
753 4509
BUSINESS offices for rent
Part time, hill time small.
large Very reasonable
rent Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444
FOR Rent Business Retail
Of °MOO Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
120

ACT:
1, 2, 3, OR 4br furnished
apartments, nice, near university NY house, 1604
Main St. central gas heat,
a/c, near campus,
$450/mo. 753-6111 days,
753-0606 nights
1BR, $195/mo .
1608 College Farm Rd
Available 12/15 753-6733
after 5pm

1BR furnished apartrrient,
PRIVATE Investigator close to university, some
D B A Confidential Investi- utilities paid Call 753-8756
gations, Southside Shop- or 753-9101
ping Center. Suite #102, 1BR newly decorated nice
Murray. 753-2641
and dean, $200irroo , low
utilities 753 8767 or
753 2339
270
1 OR 2br apts near downWalls
town Murray 753-4109
Roams For Sale

14x70, 3E1R trailer, Ow
deck. fireplace, lots of ex
tras Call day 753-8477,
after 3pm 753-7201
1973 ROYALE 12x65 2br,
1/, bath, $4500
753-6464
1983 2BR with outside
building stove and refrigerator,partially redecorated
Great starter home
753-7336
ENJOY this Christmas in a
new home from Volunteer
Homes We'll give you the
best home for your hard
earned dollar, and you'll be
giving your family the 'best
Christmas gift everl" Only
5% down on new and used
homes with no payments
until next year Volunteer
Homes Hwy 79 Pars, TN
901 642 4466
HEY Dad' How about giving your family the nice
home they deserve for
Christmas 3 bedroom 2
bath double section home
for only $975 down and
$203 per month Total price
$18,900 Volunteer
Homes, Hwy 79 East,
Paris, TN 901-642-4466
'JUST in time for Christmas' Bank Repo' $500
down, $174 per month
14x80 3 bedroom 2 bath,
nice home 1988 model
Also free delivery and set
up Must see at Volunteer
Homes Inc Hwy 79 East
Pans TN 901 842-4466
QUALITY built, energy efficient homes at affordable
prices' If you compare quality, insulation, set-up and
options, you will find we
have the best housing
value Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 East
Pans, TN 1 800-642-4891

2 OR 3br duplexes, central
hot, appliances furnished
Coleman RE, 753-9898
5 ROOM apartment or office space located at 703 S
4th St See Carlos Black Jr
at Black's Decorating Cen
tar or call 753-0839 or
436-2935
CHARMING 2br, 2 bath
duplex with garage Northwood Dr Appliances furnished central air and gas
heat, $475/mo 1 month
deposit and t year lease
no pets 753-2905
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting You
must be 62, handicapped.
or disabled New 1 and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
more information, Equal
Housing Opportunity
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEAR university Newly re
modeled apt Large Irving
room, 2 large bedrooms
kitchen-dinette with range
refrigerator, disposer and
dishwasher Plush carpet
Central electric heat and
air Insulated to TVA specs
Ample closet space
Washer dryer hook up
$325 deposit $325 month
Available January first
753-4560, 9arn 4pm
NEW 1,140 sq ft duplex, all
gas, central air, appliances
plus dishwasher, utility
room with wid hook-up,
quiet area, avail 12/15,
lease and deposit, no pets.
759-1087

SPANKING new, 2br, 1
bath duplex with carport
Appliances furnished Cen
tral air and gas heat
I ROOM efficiency apart- 3425/mo 1 month deposit.
ment very near MSU, 1 year lease, no pets
available now Coleman 753-2905
RE, 753-9898
TAKING applications for
2 BEDROOM duplex
section 8 rent subsidized
GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
$355 discounted rent Cen- rooms Apply Hildale Apts
tral heat Lease deposit no Hardin
Ky or call
pets Refrigerator, stove, 502 4.37 4113 EHO
dishwasher included
759-9874
VERY nice clean 2br cen2f3F1 apartment in North- tral ha laundry hook-up,
wood Call 753-0521 or no pets 641 South
759-9240
492 8634
28R carpeting drapes, ref, WANTED 2 roommates to
dishwasher, wto hook-up, share 3br furnished apartcentral h/a, $350/mo De- ment *ornate Water and
posit required No pets garbage included,
753-9240
$120/no Call Bob at Trop28R duplex on quiet street ics Tanning Salon,
No pets $310/mo depo- 753 8477 for information.
Available Dec 1 1992
sit 753-0724

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 651 /2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be.
1 Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service We
represent 7 "A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free
1-800-455-4199

4. •
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2BR house sour ot Lynn
Grove $200,mo 0•00411
all 753-4195
required
4BR house newly deals
Med $450 mo tor 3 rawduals or tan* $1500ffito
tor 4 individuals 2br brick
house nice neighborhood
nice and clean $375mo
or 753-2339
'
753 8"6

142 ACRE term 3 miles
West of Crossland 80
&CMS in timber 58 saes in
CRP Has a acre lake in
front held Beautiful house
Peace 435-4266
ATTENTION Hunters 101
acres 9 miles west of
Hazel lots of deer and
turkey $35000 759 1701

STELLA area 2br house 1
w d hook up
bath
$250/no Deposit required
489 239C after 6pm
3nCi
FIN Ilsal
Or Lame
1300 SO FT of office
space located in downtown
80 75.3 1362
aree 753 4,
753 3125
CREEK‘‘IE W Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive ben nO Shoney s
$20 $40 rrao '•59 4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753 2905 'or more
information
365

3BR 2 bath condominium
753 3293 after 60rn
370
Ltrseloct
& Sigalies
uDSOE. Carripany Sao
ales Bridles & Horse sup
plies 753 4545 '59 1823
753 6763
ri-KDROUGHBRED Geld
,ng nas hunted shown up
pe'ieve' dressage and
:Limps Breautifu mover
753 0494

•
aole• ;..coes
43" 4985
• C kAniature Dascrivel
r.•iack tow- December 2nd
9:' 5Q4- 4 4'5
Ca
Cancer
,egetered Pdmece
s 489 2832

'erne. puppy AKC
B
o,inctie and write maie
S • 5.1" Paradise nenneis
5C2 "53 4'%
S'MAS '...PS
pion bloodline AKC
,eg,steieic Boilers 'ake
Jesivery ,r• 2 weeks or car
•• stmas
C,
St5C '53 25." or
59 2549
-4.E an otos:ism sate
dog 'or snow or home
* asses or private lessons
11.
Ser.ing Murray 'or over
'irs 436 2858
PART Show puppies 6
weeks old very act:oral)*
5'5 436 52/0. Cart alter
4pm or ieave message
PEGS Dog G,00m.ng
753 291s

HOME or sae on QUICK
street in older section or
town near Murray Middle
School 14 bedroom home
totally redecorated and
ready kyr immediate occu
pancy central gas heat
central electric cooling
Property arsc nciudes nice

garage apt wrth 2 Car 9W
age Offered at $75000
Contact Bill Kopperud
Kopp•rud Realty
753- t222
NEW 2br duplexes gas
heat. 1800 sq ft brick
$82.500 Cal for appointment, 753-4873 after 6pm
PERFECT STARTER
HOME PRICED Of TIIE
$305 3tor living room
kitchen 1 bath dining
room AIN Washer and
dryer and appliances in
ducted 501 S 9th St
753- 7027
TOTALLY redecorated and
/enovated 3 bedroom
Nome on I we lot Located
between IA.gray and Ken
tuCly ,...ake Attractive
Nome and atractNe once
Just itia..oe0 to $62 500
Contact Kopperuct Realty
753 1222 kilLS 84570

1991 CORSICA IT,
loaded, rant condition Reduc•d. must sell'
753-2709

COLSON S Horne Repai
Remodeling carpentry
painting and plumbing
436 2575 after Sprn

1902 CHEVFIDLET Can
are Z-29 Black exterior
with grey coal, 57 her
tuneport. automatic. full
power, compact disc
player. 6000 miles, 6
year/75000 mile no deductible warranty Call
901 642.1959 Serious
buyers only Leave name
and phone I

COUNTERTOPS Custom
Homes trailers offices
Wullts Recovery Murray
436 5560

Hand Painted
China, Jewelry
& Lamp

Open House
Thurs. & Fn
2:30-6:00
Sat. S-5
1502 Story
l's uline Parker
753-5300

BOB Haley Real Estate
•ales Appraisals Property
Mgt RE MAX 75.3 SOLD
✓OPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selector of Quality
ail prices
homes
753 1222
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Pen-in. Paut Daiiey
Bob Haley Jean Bird Be'
Air Center 502 753 SOLD
800 369 5780

Lobe
Property
LAKEFRONT LIOUIDA
MN! Dockable waterfront
or Berldey Lake 3 5 acres
was $29 900 NOW
$19900 Woods views
reedy for vacation ,
retirement home 3. acre
ake access $7900 Ft
naming Woodland Acres
Call SOO 8•58 1323

WOODED txxIding lots on
Lynwood Heights City we
Sr metal gas cablevi
sion 3 110 miles on 94
west from Murray City Urn
its 6% empty *regrew IInancing available
753-58.41 or 753-1519

1978 FORD F 250.
4 wheel drys 419-2062
1978 INTERNATIONAL
Scout $950 753 4276 al
tiat Sprn

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and sat
vice
Call Gary at
758 4754
DRYWALL finishing re
pars additions and blowing ceilings 7534761
FENCE sales at Sears
now Cali Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumb
trig rooting, tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
irig Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
latencies 436 2701
GUTTERING By Soars
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed la your specifications Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling pant
ing weepaper carpentry
floor covering No rob too
small 436 2052

Compere
1987 28 GEORGIE Boy
motor home 18 000 miles,
bought new in 1988 on
real sharp
own•r
753-2967

15 BOAT 1104'ip inboard
motor needs some work
$500 489 2862
1989 s'Rs'os 201 Pro
bass boat 20 / • 200hp
Mer,rier Outboard Motor
Guide Brute 755 trolling
motor Lowance x 50
LCD Lowrance ri dash
Poser butt seat with power
pro pole and much more
Well maintained with re, priced
cords Reasoned)
DON'T MISS THIS ONE
Call 618 435 3028 after
AOryl
LANDAU pontoon boat
$3500
o
motor and n*
I 4438549

989 YA1.44-4 &aster
4 wheeler excellent cond.Ion $1450 Call after
5 30prn 492 8504
HONDA CDR 600 F2 sport
bike red and white Can be
seen at 904 Olive

Amato
Pita
USED tires 195.70.14 Goodyear Eagle GT block wed
mounted and balanced
$125 • tax Key Auto Parts
Hwy 121 South 753-5500

ruble
Sal,

,

Services
Mend

3BR 2 bath. living room.
dining room and den &deny '85 CHEROKEE Jeep
recent updates Move in
good condition. 4 door
condition Priced in the
$3200 Cal after &Pm.
$80s MIS $44.30 Contact 4892217
Kopp•rud R•ally,
CAR Stereo Inetelletion
753 1222
753-0113. Sunset Bouie
GATESBOROUGH home ward Music Murray s
featuring 10 ceilings hard
pin•Cat Audio Specialist
wood doors and a lovely Dixieland Center 1 dock
greatroom with &replace from ktSU dorms
Add the liveability of a tor
FOR Saw '990 Chevy Ca
mat dining room 4 bed
rooms 3 baths 2 huge voter 44iii mass Arnim
$5692
a
walk in closets and you st•reo
-53 924C
have value with elegance
Just reduced to $137 500
MIS 64230 Kopperuo Re
aity 753 1222

For Isle
Oil....

•

Used
Cars

1969 NOVA drag car race
ready 427 BEI engine COM
plot* 1968 original
Corvette block 492 8306
after 5pm

HANDYMAN will do carpentry electric plumbing
and general repairs Cal
753 0596

Al TREE Service Stump
removal arid sprarng Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 7599816 7530495.
A 1 TREE removal & tree
trimming Ught hauling &
odd jobs Free estimates
436-2102 ask for L.A.)
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry remodeling porches
roofing, concrete, drive
ways panting mainte
nonce etc Free estimates
489 2303

AL S hauling yard wort
tee removal mowing Free
eatimates 759 1683

/982 TOYOTA Coke GT.
5-speed ps.,00 at 91950
489 2609
-ANY remodeling building
painting roofing Refer
1984 OL,S Delta 88 ences 759 1110
Black 2or ioaded one
APPLIANCE SERVICE
owner excellent condition
1111xx miles Call Judy at Kenmore Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30. years ex
Paint Plus 759 4979
BOBBY
p•rionc•
1985 BUICK LeSebre Lim- HOPPER 436-5848
ited Collectors Eaton
Full potter. only 12,xxx APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mator
miles Call 753-4935
manufacturers Most parts
1996 GRAND Am I.E. in stock on my truck Al
4 door black with grey in- work and pars warranted
tenor loaded Num miles
Ask tor Andy at The Ap
$3700 Cal after 5pm
phenol" Works 753 2455
753-6885
BACKHOE Service ROY
1986 HONDA Accord LXI
HILL Septic system drive
white
2 door hatchback
ways hauling foundations
sue wit 5 sp new crutch etc 750 4664
and brakes 90xxx miles
radio cc $5 500 °Co Call BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
after 5iorn 75.39658
installetion repair replace
1986 MERCURY Sates LS
mint 759-1515
VS emote tinted windows
BILL Travis trucking for
amffm cid loaded $4000
gravel dirt bll sand Mule
750 4627
rock rip rap and back hoe
1967 DODGE 600 carob
work 474 2779
sic recently overhauled
BOB S Plumbing Repair
$1960 489 2609
Service All work guaran
1967 SILVER Nissan teed 753 1134
Sentra XE 4 door 4 cyi
CARPET and vinyl instate
SOO witi IVC low mileage
eon and repairs Glen Bab
excellent condition $3200
tier 759 I 247
Cal 762 6256 before noon
Igoe CHEVROLET Cele- CARPORTS tor car and
brity Eurosport 22 000 Pucks Special sires tor
motor homes boats RV's
moles 4 door lease VS
and 44c Excellent prow
multi port engine tin
cruise stereo bucket ton high quality tow:silent
75.94664
seats console Rally velure Roy
wheels $6600 758-4831
CHIN Cblet Cbletney
1989 LINCOLN TC 63xxx Sweeps has 10% senior
miles buroandy wail white alien discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
vinyl top Mint condition
4.364101
$10500 376-5178
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K B ASSOCIATES General construction remodel
ing garages decks patios
interior trim 753 0834
KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica all -colors Free est
mates Wulff s Recover,
Murray 436 5560
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The Murray

Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916
NESM

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City
0
e'
‘`.‘
coNN
‘

HOME Improvement Spe
cultist Vinyl wing windows carports and patio
enclosures 753 0280.

Please appis at

,041

Mai ay Ledger & Times

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203
MURRAY area Odd ?otos
Bored MSU freshman T J
7624987

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting siding
painting plumbing con
awe Free estimates Call
474 2307
ROGER Hudson rock haul
irig gravel sand dirt drive
way rock 753 4545
753 6763
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS
insuilebon repair repiacS
merit Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 758 1515

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C LIST 4.1 wOOCWORKING
All Types 01:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•:..,r3p
43g s

by &

see (.),Jr s'
Rfe- r-t!

.

SUREWAY Tree la Stump
Removal Insured with fum
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Vain
Molina Electrical Ciean
irig Sewer 1210 1 212 Main
Street 753 611 1 orrice
753 0606 after 5orn
THE Gutter Co Sewriess
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sired Estimate available
750 4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repays
835 New location Route I
Almo Open 912 IS
Mon Fri 753 0530
WALT'S Mobile Home Repair Soundproofing rit.
bar coaling for roofs perk
wig lot seeing Rat roofs
reputed 502-436-2776
WINDOW TINTING TOM
GEERDES 502 441 2944
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High Expectations
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.

NORTH
•A .1 10 M 4

9K Q10 2

APPAIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands window air conditioners
dryers
refrigerators
washers
freezers
mic.rowa,es dishwashers gas II electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

SHEETROCK finishing
textured Ceilings Larry
ChTeTWI 492 8742

STARKS Remodeling and
Budding Additions roof
frig vinyl siding Free esO
mates Excellent refer
ends Cal 492 8238 or
492-8873

• ..„1,
I1

•Q 7
+6

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnni
753 2674

SOUTHERLAND AND
LONG Construction Home
repairs and remodeling
roofing room additions
foundation work Free estimates. No jobs loo big or
too anal Cal S&L Construcbon 753-3870 day or
richt

TODAV'S(1111.DREN set great store on being independent. They are
Sers interested in the world around them and prefer playing in the front yard
to stay mg indoors. -Give me the simple lute. could 1;e these Sagittarians'
mono ‘Ithough they enjoy socialving. they also like to preserve a small,
quiet ...•(inier of the world just for themselves. Spending tinie alone is vital to
their health and happiness. The ideal mate w ill not resent these Sagittarians'
need tor occasional solitude. Family -oriented and loyal, they make affecti.eiate spouses.

Contract Bridge

PLUMBING - Free eat'
mates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 492 8816
REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworking
753 8066

Voi sour personalized daily katte Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date or ivinh. call 1-Y00-9titt-77104. Your phone company will bill you 95
Minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE appears right on time. You make
MAI YEAR OF ‘"OUR LIFE: steady progress in mmance.
‘'IRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Forget past grievances and get on
Once you set your mind to somewith your life. Harmonious family
thing. you can accomplish miracles.
relarionships are the key to success
You reap rich rewards from turning
in 1993. Be careful not to take your
loved ones for granted. Employers a strained relationship into a comfortable one.
reward those who are diligent and
LIBRA 1Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Have
iiial. By midsummer. you gain the
the courage it) make your own decionlidence of someone who will
give your career a tremenaous sions today. Your hunch about distant attairs or a legal matter gives
boost. Travel for business or pleayou the edge. In romance, trust your
sure in the fall Getting out of a rut
heart. Give partner another chance.
improves your health.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
Make a commitment to higher goals
IllIS DATE: actress Susan [)es.
roday. Think big and you will
actor's Kenneth Branagh and Harold
achieve great things. Friends are a
Gould. basketball player Mark
source of inspiration. Live closer to
\guirre.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): your dreams • - in time. they can
become reality.
IOC\petted news could spoil sour
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
plans. frusiration will get you down
2h: You could get a unique opporit you sit around and stew. Lighten
tunity to make life easier for others
up! A delay or schedule change
roday. Act on this to create warm
to
advaniage.
work
your
.ivuld
TAURUS i April 20-Ma) 201: feeling, and win lasting regard.
Consult mate before making an
I•xiiting events are unfolding
important family decision..
behind the scenes. An ins Hatton
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan,
could prose irresistible. Check
191: Partnerships thrive when there
tratispotlation aumingements tor this
is spontaneous sharing. Get out of a
CS eniiii -1 urn on the chann at busirut: exchange had habits for healthy
ness timil HMIs.
GEMINI (May 2 I -June 20): new ones. Travel plans are subject
True friends are a tremendous Iii change at the last Minute.
AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb. la):
resource. Count on them to he there
when needed. Mix and mingle. An unexpected introduction could
prove memorable. A budding
make imporfOt phone calls and peralliance will flourish if you
form intrtiductions.
CANCER dune 21 -July 22): exchange secrets. Do your holidas.
shopping by telephone or mail to
Partnerships hold great promise save
si in CAD talk. out your concerns with
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
close allies. If your job list is overSteer clear of those. spreading goswhelming. tackle the most important
sip. A gentle approach works best if
task first.
loved ones are acting moody. OptiLEO duly 23-Aug. 221: Your
mism and joy are essential. A parsixth sense still tell !Mu what is hot
ent's advice could get you out of a
and:what is not in business. A partner w ho is sensitive to your needs jam.

t

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 7535.827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Calf
436 5255
A 1 TOWN/country yard
mowing landscaping tree
trimming Wee removal light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb 436-2528

RSDA1,DECEMBER 10,1992

Knights of Columbus Ilan
Jonnry Rotiertsor Roac
ir Y 44 wes,
a So Has Road. rpm on So Haie Road 4

NON-PACO ORGANIAT.ON
P.O. Box 1033 Murray

opt,/ TO Hit PUBIC

753-0466

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks. Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

EAST
W EST
2
•7 5
V 8 54
w ,
• K .1 329964 .
•K 7 5 32
Sot11'H
•K Q93
•A .1 963
• A 10
A 10
The bidding:
North East
West
South
I'ass
I9
Pass
1 V
Pass
4 NT
Pass
4e
Pass
5 NT
Pass
5 ts
7
Pass
69
Opening lead - queen of clubs.
Today's deal features excellent
bidding. South opened one heart and
North responded one spade. South's
raise to four spades indicated a willingness to play in game even though
the one spade response Might have
been based on only six points. By
inference, therefore. South's four
spade hid showed about 20 points,
including distribution.

that there were big doings in store,
since he had an opening bid of his
own as well as a guaranteed fit in
both of his long suits. Accordingly,he
bid four notrump.
South responded five spades,
showing three aces,and North asked
for kings by bidding five notrump.
After South showed one king by responding six diamonds, North was
faced with an important decision.
tie knew that South had four
spades and at least five hearts, since
South had hid hearts first. In addition,it seemed highly likely thatSouth
had the king of spades, and probably
the queen as well,though hecould hot
be certain of either or both.

North concluded thatthe chance
of making a grand slam ranged anywhere from a dead certainty to a
finesse at worst, making it a worthwhile venture. The only question remaining was whether to play in
spades or hearts.
Quite properly, North chose
hearts. His singleton club was likely
to be much more valuable with hearts
as trump than spades, and in addition his fifth spade was likely to
provide a useful discard for South.
Accordingly, he hid seven hearts,
which proved to be a virtual laydown.
As North had anticipated, seven
spades could not have been made.

North immediately recognized
Tomorrow:The third-hand-high rule.

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
Neva D roe
Co
&AC if
TOA•01100wii

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468
YOUR Al) COULD RE HERE
CA1414 753-1916

Computers
Office Computer on-site
service and saks. Select 386 or 486
IBM compatible systems
Lath: ir

Hawkios Research

Call 10'AM -10PM
VISA/ MasterCard accepted

753-7001

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and

sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
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Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 9, the 344th day of 1992. There are 22
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One-hundred years ago, on Dec. 9, 1892, "Widowers' Houses,"
George Bernard Shaw's first play, opened at the Royalty Theater in
London.
On this date:
In 1608, English poet John Milton was born in London.
In 1854, Alfred, Lord Tennyson's famous poem, "The Charge of
the Light Brigade," was published in England.
In 1940, British troops opened their first major offensive in North
Africa during World War II.
In 1941, China declared war on Japan, Germany and Italy.
In 1979, Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen, the religious broadcaster, died
in New York City at the age of 84.
In 1989, President Bush's national security adviser, Brent Scowcroft, and Deputy Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger began a
surprise visit to Beijing, six months after China's crackdown on prodemocracy demonstrators.
In 1990, Solidarity founder Lech Walesa won Poland's presidential
runoff by a landslide.
Ten years ago: Leon Jaworski, the Watergate special prosecutor
who played a key role in forcing the resignation of President Richard
M. Nixon in 1974, died at his Wimberly, Texas, ranch at age 77.
Five years ago: On the second day of their White House summit,
President Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev
grappled with differences over Afghanistan and cutbacks in longrange nuclear arms.
One year ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev challenged
Boris YeRsin's declaration that the Soviet Union was dead, branding a
new Slavic commonwealth "illegal and dangerous." European Community leaders meeting in the Dutch city of Maastricht tentatively
agreed to begin using a single currency by 1999.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Douglas Fairbanks Junior is 83. Former
House Speaker Thomas "Tip" O'Neill is 80. Actor Kirk Douglas is
76. Actress Dina Merrill is 67. Actor Dick Van Patten is 64. Actor
Beau Bridges is 51. Football hall-of-lamer Dick Butkus is 50. Singer
Joan Armatrading is 42. Actor John Malkovich is 39. Singer Donny
Osmond is 35.
Thought for Today: "One half of the world cannot understand the
pleasures of the other.'' — Jane Austen, English author (1775-1817).

Ten years ago
John Hill was named as
"Optimist for the Year 1981-82"
by Murray Optimist Club at a
banquet held at University
Branch of Bank of Murray.
Mrs. Harry Sparks discussed
"Education During the War
Between the States" at a meeting
of J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy held at the home of Dr.
Halene H. Visher.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Dale
Aston, Nov. 10.
Airman First Class Gloria J.
Cavitt is serving at Sembach Air
Base, West Germany.
Murray High School Lady
Tigers beat Forthville 60 to 47 in
a basketball game. High team
scorers were Donna Rousse for
Murray and Jenkins for for
Fordsville.

Twenty years ago
Mrs. G.T.(Lucy) Lilly, teacher
of vocational home economics at
Murray High School, has been
elected as president-elect of
National Association of Vocational Home Economics at the
meeting of American Vocational
Association held at Chicago, Ill.
Murray State University Racers
beat Tennessee Wesleyan in a
basketball game at fielcihouse at
Murray. High team scorers were
Les Taylor for Murray and
Dodgen for Tennessee Wesleyan.
Mr. and Mrs. Artemus Ward
Pace will be married for 60 years
on Dec. 12.
Don Kester of South Fulton,
Tenn., was speaker at a gospel
meeting at Hickory Grove Church
of Christ.
James Rudy Allbritten scored a
hole-in-one on Dec. 3 at Murray
Country Club.

Thirty years ago
Don Oliver, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Oliver and senior at
Murray College High School, is
one of two state winners in the
U.S. Senate Youth Program,
sponsored by William Randolph
Hearst Foundation.
In high school basketball
games, Murray High beat Farmington, College High beat Fancy Farm and Paducah Lincoln
beat Murray Douglass. High team
scorers were D. Danner tor Murray High, Wilson and Ainley for
Farmington, Mitch Gibbs for College High, Thomas for Fancy
Farm, Mathis for Paducah, and
Musgrove for Douglass.
Lottye Suiter directed a Christmas program at a meeting of
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Forty years ago
Pvt. Wendell Herndon, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Herndon, is
now stationed at Fort Monmouth,
N.J.
H.W. Perry, Rudy Hendon,
Marvin Hill, B.H. Dixon and Ray
Brownfield were elected to board
of Calloway County District of
Soil Conservation Service of
Kentucky.
Marriages announced include
Mrs. Alice Singleton to Philip
Murdock, Nov. 23, at Corinth,
Miss.
In high school basketball
games, New Concord beat Hazel,
Brewers beat Kirksey, Hardin
beat Murray Training, and Lynn
Grove beat Almo. High team
scorers were Mathis for New
Concord, Wilson for Hazel, Mohler for Brewers, Bazzell for Kirksey, Redden and Boggess for
Hardin, M. Billington for Murray
Training, Kemp for Lynn Grove
and B. Lockhart for Almo.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: We have a 21year-old adopted son. "Jim" had
never expressed interest in meeting
his natural mother until two of his
doctors suggested it might be a good
idea. The reason was because of
many medical problems he has had.
When he discussed it with us, we
were very supportive. We had
always told him that he was given
up for adoption because of his mother's love for him and her feeling
that he needed more than she could
give — which we truly believed.
When Jim pursued finding her,
he knew she could possibly refuse to

meet him or the courts might refuse
to open the file. However, the courts
did open the file and located the
natural mother. The woman agreed
for Jim to have limited information
about his background, but she
refused to meet him or give him any
information about his biological
father or about any other siblings.
Now I wish the courts had
refused to open the file rather than
having the mother reCuse to meet
Jim. I know her reasons are probably justified, but even though he
says it doesn't matter, I can feel his
pain in again)feeling rejection.

I'm wondering what your opinion
is. No names or cities, please.
PENNSYLVANIA MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: It is most
unfortunate that your son was
"rejected" in the manner that
he was. His feelings could have
been spared had there been a
more sensitive "go-between"
handling the possible meeting.
Apparently, the woman did not
want anyone to know anything
about that part of her life. Perhaps, in time, she will change
her mind.
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By GARY LARSON
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Meanwhile, God bless you —
it is your good fortune to have
this lovely son. Please don't
judge his biological mother too
harshly. God only knows what
kind of a life she has had.
DEAR ABBY: Last year, my
brother "Ray" passed away of AIDS,
and although he never did come out
of the closet, everyone who knew
him knew that he was gay, except
for my grandparents.
You see, our grandparents are
very old-fashioned, and they would
never accept the fact that Ray was
gay. So Mom and Dad are telling
them that Ray died of complications
from pneumonia.
Before Ray died, he made me
promise to tell our grandparents
exactly what he died from. It was
his last wish. He begged me to fulfill it, and I said I would.
It's been more than a year and I
still haven't told them the truth,
and I feel guilty because I owe it to
my brother to make good my
promise. On the other hand. Ray is
done now, and revealing the truth
at this time is not going to bring
him back, and I really hate to hurt
my grandparents with something
like that.
What do you think, Abby?
Should I keep my promise to Ray no
matter how much it hurts my
grandparents? Or should I let sleeping dogs lie?
TOUGH DECISION
DEAR TOUGH DECISION:
You made a deathbed promise
to your brother and you owe it
to him to keep that promise.
Ray had his reasons for wanting
his grandparents to know the
truth, and since you promised
you would tell them, I think you
should. The truth never hurt
anybody — only lies hurt.

rrCATHY
INSTEAD Of
SPENDING A FORTUNE ON GIFTS,
Oftl NOT BAKE
COOKIES FOR ALL
OUR FRIENDS'!')

WHAT A
THOUGHTFIJL
IDEA!

NOTHING IS SO 1A SELFLESS 1
SACRIFICE Of
MEANINGFUL
TIME AND
AS A LABOR
!
Of LOVE

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

"In this dramatic turn of events, testimony against
Mr. Pumpkineater is about to be given by his sister,
Jeannie Jeannie Eatszucchini."

Crosswords
ACROSS

33 Marvels;
prodigies
35 Note of scale
36 Foot race
38 Sea eagle
39 Edible seed
40 "— Golden
Pond"
41 Anglo-Saxon
money
42 Workman
43 Recede
45 Bitter vetch
46 Follows Fri
47 Behold!
48 Finale
49 Conflict
52 Dirt
54 Verve
56 Moray
57 Sicilian
volcano
58 Tear
59 Male sheep

1 Seed

container
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
AtatiERE:S GRANDMA

AND GRANDPA?WiiRTS
-TAKING-THEM SO
LONG?
AM.
111F%
IMP
PW

FIRST THEY HAVE_To GO
"VO UNCLE PHIL'S AND DROP
OFF -THEIR LIJGC.,PGE.
AREN'T
TWSfyI

1-1-fay NAFTA grAy
tokly
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4 District in
Germany
8 British baby
carriage
12 "You —
There''
13 Choir voice
14 Nevada city
15 Feel
indignant at
17 — of Pigs
19 As far as
20 Urge on
21 Mr. Chaney
22 Crimson
23 Courageous
person
25 Obese
26 Maiden loved
by Zeus
27 Dine
28 "— Pan
Alley''
29 Beneath
32 Exists

1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
BISON Gi AD
WAR
IRE
ORA
UMITE
NAIAD! RIPOSTE
ISLE
CAB
WOOPERS
LOVER
LANA
STATE
STOLE
TAP
E
T I
EELS ()PURA
DRAWS SCOLDED
ATT
TSAR
REOPURE
IRATE
OWE
RODEO POT
EGA
STERN
UET

1
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4 Warbled
5 In music
high
6 Near
7 Mechanical
man
8 Lift with
lever
9 Concerning

DOWN
1 Equality
2 Native metal
3 Sahara
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor says
not to put anything smaller than your
elbow in your ear, but how am I supposed to clear the wax from my ears
this way?
DEAR READER You're not supposed to clean your ears of wax; this
process ordinarily takes place automatically. As you bathe and shower,
small amounts of wax are washed
away from the external ear canal.
Cotton swabs do not always remove
the wax_ The swabs may actually
force the wax deeper into the ear
where it cannot be extracted except
by a doctor. More important, patients
may inadvertently puncture their ear
drums with cotton swabs, leading to
pain, infection and the need for medical treatment.
If you are concerned about having
squeaky clean ears, I suggest the following: Put a third of a capful of hydrogen peroxide into each ear, wait
for the fizzing to stop, then shake (or
wash) it out. The effervescent action
of the peroxide will loosen particles of
wax and carry them to the outer canal. This process can be repeated as
often as necessary; most people find
once every two to four weeks is
sufficient
Thus, in addition to putting your elbow in your ear, you may also introduce peroxide.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has
high blood pressure and takes Capoten twice daily. Every day, usually
within a half hour of waking. his
tongue, throat and lips go numb and
he salivates to the point of drooling.
His face turns deep red, he gags and
shudders. This lasts from 30 seconds
to several minutes. Our family doctor
isn't concerned and just attributed it
to the medicine. Can you shed some
light on this?
DEAR READER. I can't for the life
of me figure out what is affecting
your husband. If it's a strange reaction to Capoten (ordinarily, a safe
drug). the medicine should be
changed. If, however, he is having
some kind of circulatory disturbance,
such as mini-strokes, he needs further
testing and treatment.
I recommend a consultation with a
neurologist Such a specialist can sort
things out and, I hope, give your family doctor some guidance and continuing medical education. Let me know
what happens
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GRAB ON TO THIS NEW
ADVANCED CD AND WATCH
THE RATES GO UP
I. nited ommonwealth's
Advancing Rate(D
6.25%
When you invest in
United Commonwealth's

And it takes only $500
to get it started
Why keep your
money locked. up
at a low rate of

5.25%
4.50%
4.00%

Advancing Rate CD,there's
only one thing your interest
rate can do. Go up.
return? Stop by United
You see we start with a
I ourth
Third
+Mond
(
first
rl Month,
Commonwealth Bank
beginning rate of 4.0% and &Month% C- Months
today and open an Advancing Rate CD. See
every 6 months the rate goes up during the
how advanced banking can be at Murray's
24 month term until it reaches 6.25%. And
that's not all. You can withdraw any or all of most progressive financial institution.
'81 '82 83 84 85 86 87 '88 89 90 '91

your investment at any 6 month interval.
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New lottery guile off to fast start
LOUISVILLE. Ky. iAP) — A
quick start for the Kentucky Lottery's new bingo game could help
set a second straight annual sales
record that may eclipse last
year's Mark by more than $100
million, lottery officials predict.
The new game is expected to
produce around $IO million in
sales for the first month. That
would make it the most successful new lottery product since
Kentucky's games began nearly
four years ago.
"We expected bingo to be successful." Lottery President Brian
Potter said. "But not in our wildest imagination did we think it
would be this phenomenal"
The first 5 TIMM bingo tickets sold quickly, and many merchants ran out for several days

last month. Now nearly all of the state to sun the bingo lottery
2,500 outlets handling bingo tick- game Nov. 11.
Statewide sales for all lottery
ets have them, Potter said. Late
last month he ordered 10 million games last week totaled $10.5
more bingo tickets pnnted, and million — the first time that sales
Monday he said yet another 10 for all games surpassed $IO milmillion have been requested.
lion when the Lotto Kentucky
Bingo uckets sell for $2 and jackpot was less than $IO miloffer instant prizes of up to lion. Bingo accounted for S2.4
$10,000; through Friday, 28 playLottery officials said research
ers had won the SI0.000 top
prize
shows that bingo has attracted
Potter predicted that lottery
many new players, especially
women. Lottery spokesman Greg
sales will hit $450 million in
1992, compared with just under Donaldson said bingo sales may
$340 million last year. Last have been helped by people buyyear's total was a 70 percent ing the tickets as Christmas gifts.
Interest in nearly all new
increase over the-previous year.
Lottery officials said players games eventually wanes. Potter
aren't forsaking other games to has projected bingo ticket sales
2 months of this
/
buy bingo tickets: sales for nearly for the last 71
all games have remained strong fiscal year, ending June 30, at
since Kentucky became the first just over $50 MUM:M.
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Year End
Ring in the
gle) Offer
Hag
o
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Holidays with a
•
Cellular ONE phone.
ellularONE could quite
possibly be the perfect
CChristmas gift.
-w hether it's for giftgiving, for business,
for personal use, or
the security of 911 service on the
road— let CellularONE keep you in
touch.
your CellularONE agent or
call 1 -800-999-CELL today for
isit appointment with your local
an
sales representative. Ask about our
gift certificates and convenient lay
away plan.
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1-800-999-CELL

CELLULAROINE®
1733 Kentucky Avenue • Paducah, KY 42001 • 502-444-0084
Sam & Janet Housden
Calloway County
753-0090

Cnstal Meadows
Graves County

Robin Foster
Ballard County

•IOW CddhiarONE PC Cabilw

Shannon Henschel
Sales Manager
444-0084
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Due to the excellent
response to a private
invitation trial sale in
November, Peppers is
now taking the offer
public. We feel that
you the customer will
appreciate a genuine
"No Haggle" price.
Test Offer Ends Dec.
31st, 1992

Was $

Is $

This Tag
Can Save
You Money!

Call or
Stop in Today

1-800-325-3229
Local(6424900)

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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CHEVROLET
600 Tyson Ave • Hwy 79S • Pans, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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